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FOR STRIKE ARBITR ATIO

WESTERN

TWO, HUNDRED THOUSAND
PROFITS VANISri'ON NEW

IN

ing March 30, 1913 were $121,050,000,

ruembevs

cr

of a union.
The report says:
"Each of these propositions as
made were accepted ny the represen
tatives of the miners as a basis of
settlement, but were rejected by the
representatives of the companies on
tho ground that they would not deal
with the Western Federation of Min
ers or have any of its members in

their

employ."

The report continues:

$75,000,000
besides having
out of its net earnings."
The report gives a description of
the pension fund and other conveniences maintained by the Calumet and
Hecla for Its employes. '
The regularly paid profits of the
Calumet and Hecla company, which
employs more than ,50 per cent of
the miners in the Michigan copper
district, were characterized as extremely large, In a report on the copper strike submitted today by Sec-- '
retary Wilson by Walter B. Palmer,
an investigator of the department of
'
.,'
,
,,
labor,, .... : .;
Palmer repealed that the general sidering the report at his home here
average of wages paid by all the com- the governor said he would not expanies throughout the year was $2.59. press any personal opinion on it until he had seen it in complete form.
"I want to see the whole report,
False Affidavits Traced
New York, Jan. iw. Two arrests and I think the department should
were made today on information fur- see that the complete report gets beby fore the people in congress and outnished by detectives employed
alside," said the governor.
copper mine owners to investigate
Governor Ferris said ne is not cerleged false affidavits obtained ,here
tain when he will give out a formal
from
thugs and strong-armen, who said they were engaged by statement announcing the result of
the mine owners to work at the scene his personal investigation.
The
of the mine strike In Michigan.
"I have hope," he said, "that the
district attorney's office announced miners and operators will come to
that it had evidence to support a se- terms without outside help. I will
rious charge made by the mine own- not say I believe euch a thing can
ers detectives.
be accomplished.- In insist, even at
Two of those who appeared as hav- this time, that It ' outsiders and I
ing made affidavits, have sworn that include agitators of various interests
their signatures on these documents and political parties would keep out
were forged.
of that affair it would be a long step
John T. Vickery, general manager toward ending the trouble."
of the detective agency that gave the
district attorney the evidence, said
he had been employed by James
general manager of the CITIZEN'S WORD IS NO
Calum'er and Becla Mining company,
and Theorore Bangler, general manGOOD IN GERMANY
ager of the Mohawk Mining company,
both of Michigan. He turned over to
the prosecutor what purported to be COURTS MARTIAL REFUSE TO BE
receipts signed by various persons
LIEVE PEOPLE CONTRADICTacknowledging the receipt of sums
ING OFFICERS
ranging from $1.50 to $3 by Mart'n
and Smith for the signing of affiStrassburg, Jan. 10. Courts martial
davits.
all tue German offi
He charged .that the western Fed- today acquittedwith breaches of the
cers charged
eration of Miners employed Martin
law in connection with the recent vio
and Smith and other agents to buy
lent incidents between the military
these affidavits in the slums of New
civilians of Zabern. The military
and
York.
The mine owners' detectives
all cases accepted the word
exhibited blank affidavits forms, judges la
officers against the sworn tesof
the
which, they said, the miners' agents
of the civilian witnesses.
paid men to sign and filled in after- timony
Von Reuter, commander of
Colonel
wards. They showed copies of such
infantry, was charged
an affidavit bearing "the name of the Ninety-nint-h
but the
with
imprisonment,
wrongful
Jamea Greeley and then produced
acts
his
found
court
justifiable.
Greeley, who swore in. the district
Lieutenant Sohaad, accused a strikattorney's office that he never had
made any such charges as the docu- ing a prisoner', was released by the
ment contained. Richard Maher told same court on the ground that the
the district attorney that on Decem- charge had not been proved.
Lieutenant Baron Von Forstner
ber 9, when he was supposed to have
court
signed an affidavit in New York, he won his appeal before a second
34
of
the
cinzens
martial
days
against
was in Michigan.
The examination of Martin and of imprisoment imposed on him on
Smith was postponed and they were December 19 for striking a lame shoeparoled in the custody of their coun- maker.
The justification of Colonel Von
sel.
Router's acts was based by the court
on' a decree issued by tho king of
Agitators Cause Trouble
Big Rapids, Mich., Jan. 10. Gov- Prussia in 1820, which gave the risht
ernor Ferris today showed much in- to the military to intervene without
terest In the report of the depart- waiting for a request from the civil
ment of labor's' investigation in the authorities, in cnee tho latter were
copper strike district. After con- - powerless to suppress disorders.
.
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STANDARD OIL STEAMER COMET
IS IN DISTRESS OFF
NANTUCKETT

New Bedford, Mass., Jan. 10, A
wireless reporting the steamer Comet
sinking off Nantucket south shoals
was received today by the revenue
cutter Achsnut, which left immediately an render assistance.
The steamer in distress e believed
to be a Standard Oil boat which left
Boston for New York yesterday.
Small Leak Found
New York, Jan. 10. The Standard
Oil company received a wireless message today from the captain of the
Comet, saying that a email leak had

been discovered after the vessel left
Boston. To prevent an explosion, the
fires were drawn..
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TO SELL

Cru de Piedra, Sonora, Jan. 10.
New York, Jan. 10. Traders on the
Pretofria, Union of South Airier.
General
Venusliano' Carranza passed Jan. 10. The conviction is
New York curb market today saw
growing;
tho night here,' within two miles of here that the
$200,000 vanish in thin air. Paper
government Qt the
federal
the
The
of
outposts
Guaymas.
Union of South Africa is faced with,
profits estimated at his amount disconstitutionalist
commander
and a situation more in the nature
appeared over night on account of the
of a
refusal of the Massacnusetts supreme members of his party slept in an old revolution than of an ordinary strike,
court to permit the New Haven Rail- fort built as protection against the while the fear that the trouble mayr
road company to issue $67,000,000 con- Vaqui Indianas, who today are fight- spread to the naUves in the various,
ing for the constitutionalist revolu provinces is causing a panic
vertible bonds.
among,

According to the custom on the
curb, trading in these bonds began
's soon as the company announced
it would issue them. They were
bought and sold "when and if issued, "
the seller of the bonds guaranteeing
to the buyer to makw delivery when
the securities actually were issued.
The New Haven convertibles were a
poular issue from the start and there
was heavy trading in them, at about
102.
Later these bonds "when issued," were transferred to the New
Vr.ik Stock exchange, where the price
rose to 104. The transactions there
.i -i
!.','. 4 over $24,000,000.
The
of tho Mnssnehuset.tg
iui eoiilfii'vS' and iiia
t curtf Buliiijei-paper profits of traders as a result
of the rise in the quotation went glimmering.
Ona curb broker today displayed
contracts for the New Haven convertibles which he btd represented
profits of $12,000. He tore them, up
with a grimace.
On the stock, exchange there was a
sharp break in the New Haven stock.
It opened down Z points at 73, but
there was no exicted trading and the
price subsequently rose above 75. The
low price in the history of the company, made last December when' the
dividend was passed, was 68. The
old convertible six per cent rose 3
points. .jtA member of the firm of J..
P. Morgan and Company said today
that as far as bis house was concerned
no arrangement had been made to care
for the $45,000,000 short term notes,
which fall due in May. There was a
report from Boston that the Morgan
company and two Boston houses had
agreed on an extension of the notes
for three years.
It was further stated here, however,
that no guarantee for such an extension had been given, and that Morgan and Company would take no definite action at present, certainly not
before some time next week.
'-
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VESSEL SINKING

ROAD STRIKERS

ARTILLERYMEN
FROM HUERTA'S WILL CALL OUT THEIR
RESERVS
ARMY WILL JOIN OPPOS.
ORGANIZATION,
IF NECING FORCES
ESSARY

OF SITUATION

CAUSES FEVERISH

WILL PROTECT THE PROPERTY
THREATENED BY. RAIL- -

SOON

ABEWITH

DENIED INDIANS

JTOCK

ANNOUNCEMENT

;

,

their tflng

ward with soniaV anxiety to the coming meeting of the legislative committee of tho American Federation of Labor in Washington. None of them
was willing, however, to discuHs this
phase of the situation for publication.
Socialism had. been an Issue In the
oomnuuity, generally for seme years.
Admittedly strong at the beginning of
the strike, espe'iially in Hancock, It
has been said that the adherents of
the party have, found recruits daily
among the strikers, This fact was
one of the chief grounds on which
the copper mine operators have reand the presence or me investigating fused to treat with the Western Fedcommittee of the national socialist eration of Miners,
party was thought to have been the
cause of some warm discussion among
Watching Grand Jury
the leaders. From the start of the
Houghton, Mich., Jan. 10. With the
strike there has been frequent refer- departure yesterday of Governor Ference in resolutions and statements to ris from the copper country, chief intenets of that party, and it has be- terest; in the strike of tho northern
come evident that surae outside un- Michigan copper miners today cenions have presented this fact as tend- tered in the work of the special
ing to introduce political discussion, Houghton count grand jury which is
into serious deliberations, which, they investigating lawlessness resulting
thought, should have been a purely from the strike.; Intimations that the
work' of the grftml jury will bo attrades union movement.
at
Accordingly the men in. active tacked on legal j:rT?!rl-- i were-'madv.
charge of the strike are looking for union homlfOrn c

"Some of the smaller companies
Houghton, Mich., Jan. 10. The exhave, been operating at a loss, hut the change of telegrams yesterday belargest company in the region, the tween Charles H. Moyer, president of
Calumet and Hecla, company, which the Western Federation of Miners,
employs upwards of 50 per cent of the and Governor Woodbridge N. Ferris
total number of mine workers engaged of Michigan, was not entirely satisin that region, has had' extremely factory from the federation viewpoint,
large profits. It was organized with it developed today. The men who
an authorized issue or' capital stock have been directing the strike of copof $2,500,000, par valuo $25,
per miners today were inclined to
$12 per share is paid up, so that the criticize the governor on the ground
actual cash capital paid in is $1,200,-00- he had made a proposition and then
"had. winked the other eye at It."
"The total dividends paid from date
There were evidences, too, that all
of organization in 1871 to and includ- was not harmonious in union circles,

IN

OUT IH SOU!

THE CONSTITUTWNALIST LEADER EXPECTS TO TAKE THAT

THE ROAD HAD PLANNED TO IS THE YAQUIS WILL ASSIST.
THE OPERATIONS OF THE
TO
SUE CONVERTIBLES
REBEL TROOPS
AMOUNT OF $67,000,000
BREAK

Washington, Jan, iO. The report
of the department of labor's investigation of the Michigan copper strike,
made public here today, declares the
strike breakers were imported into
the copper region by misrepresentations; that some were taken to the
mines at the point of pistols; that
strikers were wounaed by firearms
lu the hands of armed guards, but
that no evidence was found of officers being injured by the strikers.
It'was pointed out that while many
of the smaller copper mining companies In the region were operating
at a loss, the Calumet and' Hocla
company, which employs more than
60 per cent of the men in the region,
had "had' extremely largj proiits."
With an authorized capital of $2,500,-00of which $1,200,000 was paid in,
the report declares that since 1S71
the company had paid $121,050,000 (n
dividends and reinvested $75,000,000
in Its property. It pays wages for
a ten to eleven hour day, ranging
from $2.89 to $3.63, and with an average of $3.28, while the average day
wage of the other companies is $2.74.
The report also points out the welfare
work the company conducts for Its
employes, such as hospitals, a pension fund and the like. The report
was made on the investigations of
Walter B. Palmer, a special agent or
the department of labor; John A.
Moffitt, and John B. Densmore, solicitor for the department who were
eent out to the copper region as conciliators.
j
A summary of the investigation,
made public today, details the work of
Palmer and also that of John B. Densmore, soliictor for the department of
labor, and Special Agent John A. Moffitt, who were later sent as mediators. Their Investigation covered 26
phases of the strike situation, beginning with the causes, wages, hours
of labor and including the Western
Federation of .Miners' violence, the
militia and armed guards, injunctions
against picketing and ending with
the earnings of the company.
Secretary Wilson today declined to
say what the next step in the department's participation, in the situation
will be, although he Intimated that
the reports of.tjie investigators might
hecoine thei?basis of a congressional
investigation.
In connection with the ...efforts of
the department at mediation, the reports of John Moffittoi and k John B.
Densmore, who actea p,s commissioners of conciliation at different .times,
the report says, show.
That suggestions were made that
the managers of the companies meet
the representatives of the miners with
a view to effecting a mutual settlement.
That the whole question in dispute
be submitted to arbitration.
That the questions be submitted to
Arbitration and no member of .the
Western Federation of Miners be selected on the board.?
That the companies agree to rein-tiat- e
all of the workmen without discrimination relative to their; being
of a union.
members or
That the company post notices
all the strikthat ibcy will
ers without discrimination relative 0
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HAVEN SPECULATION

the Sit
Michigan Miners, However, Were Willing Injection ol Socialistic Party into
nation in the Michigan Copper Counto Submit to the Terms Proposed by
the Investigators for the United
try Causes Grave Fear for Success of Union's Demands
States Government
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CURB MARKET IS CAGRAHZA

FEDERATION TORN
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CITY EDITION.

HIT BY COURT

COMPANIES REJECTED PLANS

the place as
was taken.

LEASED WIFJE TELEGRAPH OERVICE

EXCLUSIVE ASSOCIATED
VOL. XXXV.

MAYBE
Cam..,
Bleeping outside G .
mas, will try to t.:' t
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STEEL TONNAGE FALLS
New York, Jan. 10. The unfilled
tonnage of thff United States Steel
corporation on December 31 totaled
4,282,108 tons, a decrease of 114,239
tons over November,
This; to. the
LOOKING FOR A DERELICT
.the
twelfth consecutive decrease it,,
t
Seattle, Wash., Jan. 10. A southyear.
west wind was blowing 18 miles an
hour at Cape Flattery today, and if, the
disabled schooner William F. Garms
SEVEN SAILORS FOUND is afloat probably she will be picked
up by the tug Tatoosh, which started
to look for her yesterday afternoon,
GUilTi OF
Tho Garms. was signted helpless 10
miles Southwest of tho cape last week
OF MANGA by the schooner Crescent, which herMEMBERS OF Cfte-REV A TO BE PUNISHED'FOR
self was disabled by the storm.
INSURRECTION
The Garms was ,iifng, and only
the stub of her foremast remained
Wilmington, Del., Jan. 10. Seven above water. There were 11 men cu
witti
members of the crew of the bark the Garms. She was loaded
Manga Revaa trial In the United mining timbers for Santa Rosalia,
States court here this week on a Mexico. The weather has continued
charge of mutiny, were found guilty stormy since the Garms was sighted.
by a jury today.
A recommendation of mercy was InOLD CONCERN FAiLS
cluded in the verdict. Sentence will
Norwicr, N. Y., Jm. lo. Pierce,
be imposed next Tuesday. Tho men Butler & Pierce, manufacturers, a
found guilty are John David Reed, R. $3,000,000 hardware corporation, one
w y
t in
D. Williams, Alvln' Anderson, .Joseph of the ol
ife, v, s
fr 1 i
h
t
i
e
i
Charles
i
i
Bdltn
John
Lyons,
llorsfall,
today plat
a p n h
and William Joyco.
receiver, in i i i
1
jsa 'to toinpmv nduii'
During the trial tho government risking
oilied baiiiii ill, &'l' n.' i's in ibil iy to
abandoned prosecution against
' , v ( o
i
ii i' ,'it
er men of the crew who had also pay its ('
h
biut'm
at
for
indicted
$3,231,000 fcd
been
alleged ma'iuy.
$l,)'i'( D
.

OTI'li

tion.
The Carranza (party prepared to
proceed southward this afternoon
Absolute prohibition
of liquor Ss
maintained at all camps where In
dian troops are stationed. The men
are armed mostly with Mauser rifles
captured from the federals.
Since Carranza has arrived at the
front a (dozen federal artillerymen
have presented themselves here. The
deserters told a story today of how
on Wednesday a Japanese battleship
arrived at .Guaymas harbor and landed a Japanese, said to have been the
imperial minister or foreign relations.
He wast receive
by General Ojeda
by a Mluie of 21
tbry

women in the outlying districts.
Mr. Bain, secretary of the Trades
federation, this morning informed
workers at Johannesburg that "tomorrow a mass meeting will b o
(greater significance in the worhl
than the Fourth of July."
Mr. Ward, another official of tlier
Trades' federation, threatened retaliation for the government's arrest
the men's leaders. The general body
of citizens seem to he wholly on the
side of the government. The citizen
defense force is being mobilized with
marvelous rapidity, the men swarm
ing into this city and Johannesburg
to join their
respective regiments.

Maytorena, where 1J.()0; Mayor Indians were encamped. He also in
spected 800 Yaqui braves stationed
at Ortiz, just north of Moytorena.
There are 700 Indians garrisoned
at Cruz de Piedra and all will bo employed with the native Sonora troops,
whenever the word Is given to renew
the campaign against Guaymas. '!'r
As the Carranza special drew Into
Ortiz and Maytorena yesterday, a line
of Indian troops on either side of 'the
tracks for nearly a half mile presented arms.

taehments of troops, and every pc
sible precaution has been taken, b
the authorities.
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BATTLE CREEK CEREAL, MANUFACTURER WANTS RACE
'
OF THOROUGHBREDS
Mich., Jan. 10. A
or
the purpose of deoffice
eugenics
veloping a race i of, uman thoroughbreds was one of the suggestions of
Dr. J. M. Kellogg of Battle Creek,
speaking today at the National Conference for Race Betterment
"It only takes four generations- - to
make a thoroughbred, when the principles of eugenics have a fair chance
to operate," said Dr. Kellogg.
Dr. S. Adolphus Knopf of New York
discussed the tuberculosis problem.
"In spite of all our efforts, we are
still losing about 200,000 people annually because of tuberculosis in the
United States," he sufd. "Of these,
I venture to say about 50,000 are tuThe 150,000
berculosis children.
of tuadults who die annually
berculosis have at the average been
ill and unablo to work lor at least
two years, and figuring their cout to
the commonwealth, at only $1,000 a
year, we have an exrpnditure of $300,- 000,000 uselessly spout in caring for
a disease that niihv aave been pre
vented or cured."
"Factory Degeneration" was the
subject of an address by Dr. Newell
Dwlsht Hillis of Ttrooklvn. "Factory
reform is a potent means of race bet
terment," ha said.
BatMe Creek,
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Riot at the Mines
Jagersfontein, Union of South Af
native' laborers?
rica, Jan.
in the diamond mines were killed ani
36 wounded in tho courts of an outbreak today. A few whites also received Injuries. The trouble had bo
connection with the strike of railroad
men. It resulted in a dispute about
the death5 of a Basnto.
10.--Se-

RICHARD

K
f

BRUNER

DEAD

Pueblo, Colo., Jan. 10. Richard J.
Eruner, one of the mopt prominent
pioneer merchants of this city and
donor of Bruner Tark to the city,
dropped dead while cranking his automobile today, Mr. Bruner had been
in ill health for Home time. Tb i
cause of df ath is a1!-;to a hemorrhage f trie hrain.
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Boston, Jan. 10
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the prosentalon of thir '
establishment of a f'-- .r.s!
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Defense Is prepared
Cape Town, Union of South Africa,
Jan. 10. Drastic measure have been
taken by the government
of th
Union of South Africa to prevent se
rious trouble arising out of the strike
of railway men in the Transvaal ami
Orange, state provinces.
The entire defense forces of South
Africa, including the regulars and tho
Citizens' reserve, are being mobilized for the protection
of property
which the government believe to b
threatened.
The .strikers have tied m railroad
traffic in the Transvaal and the Or
ange state, but have not yet succeed
ed In interfering with transportation
at Cape Colony and Natal.
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ELGIN BOARD OF TRADE
ED OF VIOLATING' ANTlv
TRUST LAW

Berlin, Jan. 10 "Carmen Sylva,"
Jan. 10. The case of the
poetess-queeof Roumania, in an
the
Tinted States asainst the Elgin Board
and half earnhalf
allegorical
article,
seeks
of Trade, which the government
secret
the
diplomatic
est,
betrays
to dissolve on account of alleged viohusband King
her
Ithat
through'
anti-trulaw.
lations of the Sherman
'Charles, she was responsible for the
Js scheduled to come up for trial next elevation of her
nephew, Prince 'YY
j
week before United States District liam of Wied, to be ruler of the new
Prosecutors for the
Jmtae Landis.
state of Albania.
ef
justice and the gTeat
department
In the article, shortly to appear in
defense
corps of attorneys for the
an
Austrian magazine, Queen Eliza
are planning one of the greatest le- beth says:
gal battles ever waged In a federal
"Fairyland called tor a king," but
court.
world gave no answer until "the
the
The suit against the Elgin Board kins; on the mighty Danube stood
of Trade, popularly known as the forth, calm and serious and spoke
butter trust, was filed by the govern- with the same clear voice which had
ment a year ago last month. At that dictated peace to the turbulent Bal
time sweeping charges of conspiracy kans. 'On the Rhine,' he said, 'deep
to fix arbitrarily the price of butter in a forest stands a tree from which
In the interest of big manufactures I once plucked my wife. It has many
and cold storage concerns and to the strong branches. I will send you one
detriment of the farmer, other small of these ta be your leader.'
'
whom
the
man
producers and the consuming public
"The young
upon
were made by Attorney General
king had cast his eye had been, from
Named as defendants were his earliest childhood, a zealous lover
the Elgin Board of Trade and the of books. He was never seen withof Creamery out a book in his hand. For all that
American Association
Butter Manufacturers, together with ho was of ereat strength. At the
Individuals resi- High school in Jena, where he was
more than
dent in Illinois, Kansas, Nebraska, educated, he was crampion bymnast,
Iowa, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Indiana and it is told of him that, while a
and Ohio.
young officer, he often lifted a comIn its bill of complaint the govern- rade upon one hand and then laid
ment maintains that the price of but him aside. His work was serious and
ter fixed on the Elgin exchange has efficient. After he had passed his
not been the result of open competi examinations he was detailed to the
tion, based on the law of supply and War academy, where only 150 out of
demand. The price fixins commit GOO applicants were accepted. Later
tee of the board has been controlled, on he worked in the general stair.
it is alleged, by large butter manufac Tall and slender and a. magnificent
turers known as centralizers, and by horseman, he was called in Roumania
com storage concerns. iuu
'Lohengrin' wherever he appeared in
j
tec, it is further alleged, has acted his whole uniform with the
.
helmet of silver. His young
arbitrarily and without any regard to
wholly
fixed
has
wife
and
presented him with two
prices
values,
actual
in the interest of the conspirators. children a daughter, Maria Elenore,
VikThe alleged combination and conspir- and only recently a son, Karol
is
highly
acy is said to have been formed In tor. The Princess Sophie
She plays the harp, mandogifted.
Chicago "some five years ago."
own
The Elgin Board of Trade will bear lin and guitar, singing to her
She
paints and
the brunt of the attack by the govern- accompaniments.
ment. Attorneys for the defendants writes poems, and she has collected
have not disclosed whether they will around her In Potsdam a charming
in tne
be ready for trial when the cases are circle of artists. She grew up
;
Roumania and can ride
k
called.

SCOTCH ZEPHYRS.'.
a32 inch fabric in attractive color combinations and excellent patterns,

11-

suitable for both women's and children's wear, per yard
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Established

The Parisian colstatesmen, past and
nresent. is fast increasing. Headed
by former Present Porfirio Diaz, as
the most conspicuous figure, it now
includes Adolfo de la Lama, Mexican
minister of finance, who is visiting
Paris and London to negotiate a loan
for the Huerta government; Joseph
Limantour, former Mexican minister
of finance; Emanuel Garza Aldape,
of foreign affairs, of public instruction and of the interior;
William de Linda, former governor
of the federal district of Mexico; and
Diaz
Lombardo, who was
Miguel
to France under
minister
Mexican
the late President Francisco Madero,
and who now is president of a com
mittee representing the constitution
Paris, Jan.

10.

BILIGt)S!-"CASCAIIE-
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YOUR
CLEAN
LIVER AND

WASTE-CLOGGE-

BOWELS
FEEL BULLY1

box now.
Get a
No odds haw bad your liver, stomach or bowels; how much your head
acres, how miserable and uncomfortable you are from constipation, Indi-

gestion, biliousness and sluggish borewelsyou always get the desired
sults with Cascarets.
Don't let your stomach, liver and
bowels make you miserable. Take
Cascarets tonight; put an end to the
headache, biliousness, dizziness, nervousness, sick, sour, gassy stomach,
backache and all other distress;
cleanse your Inside organs of all the
bile, gases and constipated matter
which is producing the misery.
box means health, happiA
ness and a clear head for months.
No more days of gloom and distress
If you will take a Cascaret now and
then. 'All druggists sell Cascarets,
Don't forget the children their little
insides need a gentle cleansing, too.
Adv.
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Interpreter for visitors. Senora Diaz
has a good command of English, ot
which the general uses none. Porfirio Diaz, Jr.", also lives near his
father and makes frequent calls.
The impression among persons
who know General Diaz and who
have been associated with him is
that he is not the rich man he is supposed to be. He lives modestly, although paying $20 a day for his
apartment, and, while considered to
be in comfortable circumstances, his
wealth is said not to be iarge. During his active life he paid but little
attention to matters of finance, it is
said. The general seldom goes to
the theaters, but takes frequent automobile rides about Paris. His step
is sprightly and he appears to be in
good health.

CHAMPION STILL A YOUTH

ed.

Berlin, Jan. 10. In accordance with
Emieror William's wishes the min
ister of commerce has ordered that
100 "fire damp safety whistles" be
tried out in the coal mines of the
Ruhr and Saar districts. His decis
ion follows a long discussion and test
of the new invention at uft assembly
of mining experts. The whistles give
peculiar sound when a sufficient
amount of carbon monoxide gas min
gles with the ordinary atmosphere.
In experiments before the assembly
a mixture of as little as 1.7 per cent
of the poisonous gas was recorded by
the whistle, and 10 per cent produced
tone which could be heard across
the large assembly )halls. Experts
who have tested the new contrivance
in mines reported that Its tone had
been heard In straight passages at
a distance of 100 yards.

Paris, Jan. 10. Georges Carpentler
the heavyweight champion pugilist of
Europe and the idol ot the French
sporting public, is to be given a big
blow-out- "
in Paris next Monday on
the occasion of his twentieth birthday
anniversary. In view of his remark- able achievements in the ring' it is
difficult to realize that, Carpentier is
still in jhis teens.jItis not so diffl- cult to understand, however,' when it
is remembered that he began his ca- reer as a fighter at the early age of
10 cmn
it thai, timo tin wrfirhfi
but 75 pounds and was known as the
Little Demon." As the age of 13 he
was nroclaimed the amateur bantam
chaniDion of France. One year later
bo won the featherweight title and
in the same year he added the lightother
ewight championship to his
honors. In 1912 he took the Euro- pean middleweight championship from
Jem Sullivan and then he began clean- up the heavyweights. His latest
victory was" his decisive win over
Bombardier Wells, the big Britisher,
In this and other of his recent fights
Carpentler showed a complete change
of style from that which he displayed
in the early part of his career. For- merly it was perfectly apparent to
every spectator that he fought for
the love of fighting. He smiled from
to gong and never sought to
avoia punisnment u uy tatting ms
medicine he could gflve a large dose
of the sam
stuff tn his onnnnent.
Rut now it is evident that he regards
the game as a business. The old smile
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"Throw Out the Life Line"
Weak kidneys need1 help.
They're often overworked they
don't get the poison filtered out of
the blood,
Will you help them?
Doan's Kidney Pills have brought
benefit to thousands of kidney sufferers.
East Las Vegas testimony proves
their worth.
Mrs. L. J. Meyer, 225 Railroad Ave.,
East Las Vegas, N. M., says: "About
four years ago I was suffering a great
deal. My back ached terribly and was
B0 iame that It was hard for me to
hend over to do any work that
brought a Btrain on my loins. My
kidneys didn't act right and my
whole system was affected. Others
in our home had been greatly bene- nted by, Doan's Kidney Pills and I
re-began using them. They gave me
soon
cured
was
Uef right away. I
and I have never had any trouble
from my back or kidneys since. I
place great faitV in Doan's Kidney
Pills."
Fnr ale bv all dealers. Price ou
Lo., raunaio,
cents. Foster-Milbur- n
New York, sole agents for the united
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other,
POSTMASTER 20 YEARS
Sprlngnem, Minn., Jan. iu. vvnimm
Mueller, who is believed to be one of
the oldest If not the oldest postmast-in- g
er in the United States In point of

service, retired from his position to- day as postmaster of this place. Mr.
Mueller received his first commission
as postmaster from President Cleve- land, 20 years ago and has served con- tinuously ever since.
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of $185,000,000,

while London

Chronic Constipation Cured
ive years ago i had the worst
01 .
.m . constipation I ever

cf
..

cured me

lyn, Mich.

Women and Wet Feet
Cold and wet feet are a dangerous
combination especially to women, and
congested kidneys often result. Backache, urinary irregularities and rheu-

is.
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matic fevers are not unusual results.
Foley Kidney Pills restore the regular
end normal notion of kidneys find
bladder and remove the cause of the
trouble. Contain no habit forming
drues. O. O. SHinefer and lied Cross
Dm:' Store. Adv.
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and tires and Fiske tires and everything
'
ed for the auto.
ALL WORK

DONE
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AT OUR SHOP

GUARANTEED FOR ITS PEKFECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop

THE OLD RELIABLE
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Gross, Kelly & Co.
Sole Agents
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Thus all strain and tension upon
and lignments is avoided, and,
In place of a period of discomfort and consequent dread, It is a season ot calm repose
and joyful expectation.
There Is no nausea, no morning sickness, no nervous twitching, none of that
constnnt strain known to so many woraeu,
hence Mother's Friend is really one of the
greatest blessings that could be devised.
Tills splendid and certain remedy can be
bad of any druggist at $1.00 a bottle, and
Is sure to nrnve nt inestimable value, not
only upon the mother, but upon the health U
end future of. the child. Write to Itradheio
Regulator Co., 132 Lamar ftldjr., Atlanta,
Oa., lor t'icir book to expects' t motueis.
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For the best on the market today see us.
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
Miller

wrlteg g F Flsh Brook.
For sale by all dealerB,

SURPLUS

CAPITAL PAID IN
9100,000.00

J. M. Cunningham,
Franfc Springer,

President

j.

t.

ffD. T. Hoskins, Cashier.
S. Lewis, Ass't. Cash.
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VEGAS
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

LAS VEGA
CAPITAL STOQii
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One of the most important
in.
which women concern themselves Is thelc
during the same time showed an
And she
London future status as a grandmother.
crease of only $75,000,000.
U wisdom itself who knows of or learns
setuacic
severe
tr.rougn of that famous remedy, Mother's Friend.
suffered a
Is an external application for the
strikes and lack of port fasiiities. This
It cerabdominal muscles and breasts.
are
authorities
London
The Port of
tainly has a wonderful Influence, allays all
most
a
banishes
is
all pain,
grateful
now spending millions in the improve- fear,
encouragement to the young, expectant
ment of the docks in the hope of in- mother, and permits her to goin-through the
body and
to period happy in mind, free
ducing the steamship companies
thus destined to anticipate woman's greatsteamers
est happiness as nature intended Bhe should.
sendj 'their 'larger freight
The action of Mother's Friend makes the
here.
muscles free, pliant anil responsive to ex-

At all dealers.

Cheyeiine

which may or may not appeal to you
But it is an intensely interesting
Many strong arguments are
nlay.
(presented, but all tense situations
are relieved by some delightful com- edy furnished by the quaint sayings
and doings of "Sis," a little country
girl with a shrewd brain. Her scene
with the picture dealer In the first
act is a gem. This attraction Is
drawing immense business In all
first class theaters where it is book

crease

Durable, simple. Easy to clean and re wick can
be lighted, without removing chimney or shade.

i

"Does a man love a woman as a
woman loves a man?" This question is the underlying theme of the
big, dramatic sensation, "A Girl of
the Underworld." which will be1 presented at the Duncan opera house
on January 14.
There is a wide field for discussion
in this apparently simple question.
One gets a world of new ideas and
thought in the four acts bearing the
striking title mentioned above. Louise
Branson, the girl, has her own ideas,

Liverpool
through
The trade
amounted td over ?l,87G,OO0, exclud
ing coastwise goods, showing ai in

Lamps
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Give Them Help and Many East Las
Vegas People Will Be Happier

000.

the best substitute for daylight.
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is missing and he is cool and calculat
ing in the ring. What he has lost in
youthful enthusiasm he has goined in
a better knowledge of the science of
the game.

General and Senora Diaz are liv
ing quietly In a family hotel in the
Avenue des Champs Ely sees, me
ppneral's room faces the Arc de Trlomphre, commemorating Napoleon's
success. Here, where there is a fine
view of the surroundings, the tfltlred
president spends much of his time.
Ministers who served under his gov
ernment visit him now and then, but
Jan. 10. London has a
General Diaz Is somewhat deaf ana
To Her
re
for
desire
out
for itself to noia ns
cut
his
task
this has Increased
tirement Senora Diaz is her hus own in the export and import trade. A Real Liva Doll to Fondle Is Woman'
Greatest Hcppinecs.
band's constant companion, acting as During the year of 1912 Liverpool
showed a much more rapid growth in
this business than did the metropolis,
although London still led by ?50,u0O,.

The Best Light on Any Subject

"Cadet"
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We are showing an excellent variety of new patterns and all colors in
the new line of Ginghams. Zephyrs of nice, fine texture in every desirable color and pattern, neat, serviceable and fast color, 27 inches wide

ROUMANIA'S QUEEN HELPED GET
PRINCE WILLIAM THE ALBANIAN THRONE

Chicago,

10, 1914.
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Office with the San Miguel National Bank

nerveB

WM. G. HAYDON
IL W, KELLY
D. T. HOSKINS

ni
President
Vice President

.

Interest PaJd On Deposits
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.....Treasurer
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volver from his office desk and that
Renter had threatened to kill him if
he did not stay away from his home
Bellew, the chauffeur, made a con
fession of the part he had taken in
the conspiracy. Immediately after,
Mrs. Router was arrested on a charge
of first degree murder. The charge
against Bellew was dropped In con
sideration of his turning state's evi
dence. Mackenzie and Baker were
tried, convicted and sentenced to life
imprisonment. Mrs. Reuter was then
placed on trial and likewise was con
victed and sentenced to the peniten
tiary for life.
The convicted woman omes of a
good family and prior to the tragedy
occupied a high social position in
Tulsa, where she was prominently
identified with church work and
women's club life. She is the daugh
ter of Benjamin McKean, at one time
postmaster at Indianapolis, is 26
years old and has two small children

MRS. REUTER WILL
Dj!

HAVE

SECOND

TRIAL

'i
WOMAN CONVICTED OF MURDER
TO HAVE ANOTHER CHANCE
FOR HER FREEDOM

Bartlesville, Okla., Jan. 10 A great
legal battle to save Mrs. Laura M.
Reuter from imprisonment in the
penitentiary for life is scheduled to
begin here Monday, wnich is the day
set for the opening of the second
trial of "the Tulsa woman on the
icharge of having murdered her husband. The first trial was held last
October and resulted In a verdict of
guilty and a sentence of life imprisonment. Since her conviction Mrs.
Reuter haa been at liberty on $5,000
bail. Judge R. C. Allen of Muskogee
county has been named to preside at
the second trial.
Few caseB In the court records of
Oklahoma' have attracted so much
attention as the Reuter case. Charles
T. Reuter, the murdered man, was
one of the leading attorneys of Tulsa.
Prior to coming to Oklahoma he had
resided In Peoria, III. On the morning of May 5, 1912, he was found dead
In the bed room of his home, in the
fashionable
residential
section of
Tulsa. He was shot twice through
the head. Neighbors found Mrs.
Renter, who slept across the hall,
locked in her room. They had been
attracted by the shots and the screams
of the woman. One hundred and
fifty dollars la cash and some valuable jewelry which Mr. Reuter was
known to wear were missing and the
natural inference was that the lawyer
had been killed by burglars.
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In the life of even the best of us, there are
when "all
the ginger seems to have been knocked out ofdays
and the
us",
world looks "mighty blue". At such a time you will find in
Sunny Brook The Pure Food Whiskey a safe, satisfying', pleasant stimulant, which will almost instantly brace up your entire
Fyslem, and put new life into body and brain. Its strongly developed medicinal properties makes the use of Sunny Brook, in
moderation, highly beneficial and healthful.
The Lnrgpat Distillers cf Fine, Old Whinkey in the World are
back of Sunny Brook The Pure Food Whiskey besides, Sunny
Brook is bottled under the Green Government Stamp, a
positive
assurance that it is U. S. Government 100
and that it reaches
you with its natural purity and matchless quality fully preserved.

wI f

SUNNY BROOK is now bottled with oar own patented
Twister stoppers. One ttvist uncorks or
Hit
N o N eed for Cork S crew.. .

MI3YER

Ditributor, Albuquerque,

But the burglar theory did not
satisfy the police and they
started an investigation along different lines. The result was the arrest
of Guy D. Mackenzie, Grover Bellew,
his chauffeur, and Joe Baker. The
three were taken into custody on the
theory that Reuter's murder was the
result of a conspiracy, with robbery

JANUARY

10, 1914.

hausted. for tlm evening. Already
there are ten names on rile for enlistment at the meeting next Wedj
nesday. Counting the 16 enlisted on
I
Wednesday Company B roll shows a
total of 78 men. This is the largest
number of enlisted men Jn any comShows That Certain Occupations and Professions 1
pany in New Mexico. Captain Baca Investigation
Is
he
to
says
Are Constantly Prolific Causes For Frequent Colds.
keep enlisting
going
new members until he reaches 108,
What Can Be Bono About It?
the maximum.
The recent enlistments rather give a black eye to the
7e read a lot of medical literature that only entertains, but does not instatements some were making that
the recent service at the penitentiary struct la this etrenuous period, when life is put to such a severe strain, w
would discourage the recruiting of need light and facta how to prevent disease more than talk that entertains.
Bo you know that the clerk and the shop girl, the merchant and the prothe local companies.
fessional man, confined to sedentary work, are daily creating those conditions
New Incorporation
The Amistad Mercantile company that conduce to colds?
Kental fatigue, worry, heavy strain, nervousness resulting from desk or
of Amistad, N. M., has filed incorpor
stare
work are the easiest means for the development of colds. The averaa
ation papers with the state corporary
work.
tion commission. The capital stock lifaof aclergymanislessthanthatofafarmer-cause.sedentawhere
means
it
the
life,
Sedentary
especially
consumption of brain tissue,
is $20,000 divided into $100 shares.
often leads to
there is no more common cause of colds than overC. A. Macy of Amistad ia the statueating.
tory agent. The incorporators start
When the digestive organs are weighed down with an excess cf food, th
business with $3,400 subscribed, held
and kidneys and other important vital organs are overworked, vitality
liver
by the following: S. E. Rucker, Amis- is lower and there is less
resistance; slight exposure, which under ordinary
Hutch-InBoone
E.
tad,
share; J.
Buskirk,
conditions causes no harm, results in a bad cold.
Kas., five shares; G. W. Nay-loTo relieve a cold, a good expectorant or cough remedy such as PERTJZT A
Amistad, five shares; Ferman should be conveniently at hand to be taken at the
very first attack cf
Wardell, Amistad, one share; Orville the cold. But what can be done to stop the
of colds to such people
frequency
A, Smith, Amistad, two shares; J. that are confined to
sedentary work?
Macy, Amistad, one share; Arthur I
Start with a cold water towel bath, walk to your place of business, or deNels vote an hour of each
Hardin, Amistad, one share;
day to outdoor life, take a dose of PEHTJHA before each,
Bramms, Amistad, one share; J. B. meal to tone up your system, eat moderately, retire early and
sleep in a rooia
Dickson, Hayden, two shares; E. S. full of fresh air.
Mr. I. A. Eichardson, a substantial druggist from Marine, Illinois, comSummers, Amistad, one share; Edward James, Amistad, one share; E. menting on the merits of proprietary medicines, writes as follows:
Iris McElwain, Amistad, one share;
"I have been engaged in the retail drug business here for the past forty
C. A. Macy, Amistad, ten
shares; years. Turing this time I have seen many patent medicines coma into use,,
Branstetter, Amistad, one flourish for one or two years and then gradually disappear. There are very
George
share; Will J. Woods, Amistad, one few of these remedies that possess enough real merit to insure them long life.
Peruna has always been a good seller with us, with a marked increase from year
share.
to year. The change in the formula some years ago, by the addition of tho
Changes Resident Agent
The Bonanza Development com- slightly laxative properties, has made it a reliable remedy for constipation,
pany, a Colorado corporation, has fil- and for colda. I take pleasure in urging my brother druggists to xasomsienl
ed papers; with the corporation com it for these two ailments."
Those who wish to begin the cold water towel bath should have a ccpy
mission, in which the name and ad
dress of the resident agent Is changed Rf the Ills of Life. Sent free by the Peruna Co., Columbus, Chio.
Ask Your Druggist for Free Lucky Day Almanac for 1914.
from J. W. Morris, Bland, N. M., to
N
M.
George Rinaldi, Pena Blanca,
ing auditor. The law requires semi- and the willingness with which the
Company Withdraws
The Cudahy Packing company annual statement'-- - from all state members of the guard performed the! n
which formerly maintained offices at banking Institutions.'
duties at this time should indicate t
e Militia
the public at large the Importance oE
Albuquerque has Informed the state
Compliments
Issued by the the organized militia of the state o2
General orders No.'
corporation commission that it has
withdrawn from the state.
adjutant general's 'office, should New Mexico.
Increases Capital
prove very encouraging to the local
It is unnecessary to call attention,'
The Trinidad Milling and Mining militia, men who resvondeu December to what might have happened to th
company has filed papers with the 29 when the penitentiary
w., on city of Santa Fe if three hundred,
as follows:
state corporation commission increas-ta- g frc'VT- -i
convicts had been turned loose uponi
I desire to express to the members it, but suffice to say that the ready;
its capital stock to $30,Atf;." It
The f,ent of of the staff and
formerly was $6,000.
response of the members of the guardt
the company Is F. W. Ree, Red staff located at Santa Fe, to the mem- made the escape of the prisoners imbers of company il, and to the mem- possible.
River, New Mexico.
;
bers of the prospective new company
Tax Rolls Received
,
By command of the governor.
The tax rolls of Bernalillo, Santa which is to be located at Santa Fe,
HARItY T. HERRING,
Fe and Valencia counties were re my appreciation of the prompt reAdjutant General.
ceived by the traveling auditor, mak- sponse made to the call for service
ing 17 of the 26 counties now on file. in connection with the recent fire at
A good remedy for a tad cough ia(
the state penitentiary, and I desire to
Bank Reports In
Thirty-nin- e
of the 49 state banks compliment the members of the above BALLARD'S HOREHOUND SYRUP
and; trust companies of the state, organization upon the valiant service it heals the lungs and quiets irritation
have their statements as of Decem- performed while acting as guard Price 25c, 50c and fi.00 per bottle
ber 31, 1913, on file with the travel- - around the penitentiary. This service Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.

Are You One Of Thosa.
Who Habitually Catch Cold?

over-eatin-
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NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL

bottle tight.

General

SATURDAY,

CO,

N. Mex.

as a blind to conceal the real motive.
The police learned that Mackenzie
often visited the Reuter home; that
he had taken Mrs. Reuter on automobile rides frequently; that he had
received presents from her; that he
had helped Mrs. Reuter put her children to bed when Mr. Reuter was absent; that he stole Mr. Reuter's. re

Santa Fe, Jan. 10. The report or
the treasurer of Sandoval county was
received this morning by the travel
ing auditor. It shows tax collections
for December as follows: 1910 and
1912,
prior, ?6.38; 1911, nothing;
Of these
1913, $3,972.C6.
$78.16;
amounts the state's portion amounts
to $667.64.
Resigns From Militia
Lieutenant M. G. Browne of Com
pany A, New Mexico National Guard,
has resigned, and his resignation has
been accepted by the adjutant gen
eral.
Record Enrollment
At the last meeting of Company K,
situated In this city, there were 16
new enlistments, and several more
that would have come in had not the
supply of enlistment blanks been, ex- -
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WOMAN'S PSALV
Pay us $7.50-I- f you desire the paper by carrier.
Pay us $6.50-I- f you want the paper by mail.
And we will give you your choice of the following magazines for one year:

pLECTRlCITY

Is my servant;

it doeth ray

work.
It enableth me to take mine ease.
I control its service with my finger tips.
It inaketh the coffee in the percolator.
It toasteth the bread.
It heateth the water for my husband's shave.
It cleaneth my rugs and my carpets; the walls of
my house, and all of my furniture.
It washeth and ironeth my clothes.
It heateth my rooms. It curleth my hair, fly
house would be incomplete without it.
Yea, tho I leave the house at nine in the morning
to go on a shopping expedition, lol when I
return at six at night the evening meal is
quickly cooked. My electric firelcss cooker

The National Sportsman
The Woman's Home Companion
McClures

-

)

If ,

ooeth it.

D

1

1

By night it showeth me my way with its light. It
keeptth me from dark places and saveth me
from bad bruises.
At night it warmeth the milk for the baby in the
electric milk warmer.
Electricity is my convenient servant and I would
not be without ttat twice the price,

F
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THE LAS VEGAS LIGHT
POWER COMPANY
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, SATURDAY,

tare s variations ore found everywhere
in forest, in flower, in field, and
stream. It abhors sameness as it
a vacuum. It gives to one man
ESTALLISHEO 1879,
greater talent than to another, but it
is Providence that confers these gifts.
It Is the Creator that gives man his
published fey
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
individuality from the time that the
is placed In the cradle until the time
(Incorporated.)
he is lnid in the grave.
No artificial hand bestows its favor
.Editor.
tX M. PADGETT.
by birth or royal prerogative to give
me of us an advantage over another.
So let there .be n more senseless
prating r.bout the "common people."
vVe are all the
We bave no other.
commoners tocommon
class
Entered at the poetofflce at East
people
trans-t,isBi'In
the
opportunity It
New
for
Mexico,
rejoicing
gether
taa Vegas,
through' the United Plates gives us to make the most of the distinction It confers,
r ais as second class matter.
Let demagogues prate about the
common people, but let none of ts
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
forget that in this great republic evDally, by Carrier
cithen as an independent sover? .05 ery
Pw Copy
the sovereigns rule! And
- .15 eign. Let
One Week
not
do
that a demagogue nevej
forget
.65
One Month
filled a i ny envelope!
7.50
Etee Year
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Las Vegas Elks
Royally Enterained
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Last Saturday evening at the Elks'
at Raton the members of
the bowling team of the Las Vegas
lodge of the order were guests at a
pleasant social function given by the 1
Antlered men of the Gate City. The
evening was spent in dancing, cards
and billiards.
A bowling game was played the
next morning: with the Raton bowlers and ended with defeat for the loGood Advice
cals. ' When they returned
Mason
Walt
Sunday
by
on
There is no good advice
evening, of course, the usual line of
earth;
'
"
talk was handed out. One player com
there's none that's fit to follow.
another
plained about the alleys,
Though some may seem of sterling
about something else but the fact re
worth, it all is vain and hollow.
A handsome home'T'tised to oWn,
mains they were not. bowling. They
hope to regain their prestige if an
vth lawn, and sparkling fountain,
and In the bank had many a bone,
other match can be arranged. Dr.
Nuptial
to goodly sum amounting I had no A Pretty
C. S. Losey was the luckiest man of
Ceremony
cares to weigh me down, my soul
The first wedding to be celebrated the team, winning a ton of coal as a Tau Kappa
Cblds to be Taken Seriously
, ,
.,,
with bliss was mellow, and you in East Las Vegas this year occurred result of making the highest score for
Intelligent people realize that com
Society Meets
mon colds should be treated promptly.
might search throughout the town, Wednesday evening at the home of the Las Vegas team.
The Tau Kappa society,, met last If there
is sneezing and chilliness
nor find a gayer fellow. Then with Mrs. Henry Levy on Seventh street,
Low-rSaturday night with Miss Mary
with hoarseness, tickling throat and
a man I had dispute, a chap named when Miss Pauline
at a delightful session, ir Refresh coughing, begin promptly the use of
Levy and Mr, M, SCrosi8 Begins
Jumbo Sawyer, and, like an
S. Glacier were unted In marriage Stpdying Joshua.
ments were served at the close of Foley's Honey and Tar Compound. It
Dally, by Mall
galoot, I went to see a by Rev. Dr. Jacob H. Landau. The
Sorosis resumed work on Monday the evening. Present were Miss Ruby is effective, pleasant to take, checks
. 16.00
One year (la advance)
a cold, and stops the cough which
some
with
The
good
lawyer
lawyer.
8.00
E5ix Months (In advance)
ceremony was performed in the pres- after an intermission of four, weeks. Jones, Miss Ruth Nahm, Miss, Lucy causes loss of sleep and lowers the
me acquainted, ence of
soon
full
made
advice
The
was
resi7.50
held
at the
the immediate friepds and re
meeting
One Year (in arrears)
Myers, Miss Elizabeth Parnell, Miss vital resistance. O. G. Schaefer and
and when at last he named his price, latives of the
dence of Mrs. Charles O'Malley.
3.75
x Months (in arrears)
Grace Lord, Miss Edith Tooker and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
couple.
I heaved a sigh and fainted.
WEDDING UNITES FAMILIES
lira' ceremony took place at 7 o' i;,The study of the book of Joshua Miss Mary Lowry. l"he club will
New
The lawyer owns my stately home, clock Itf "Uie arlor of the
waa ,'befun.
York, Jan. 10. Two of the
meet this evening with Miss Lucy
Ievy home,
A
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
and there he lives in. splendor, while which had been
wealthiest and best Known families
Mrs. Frank H. H. Roberts gave an
'
'
decoratMyers.
attractively
GROWER
n1.-1in New"' York were united at the wed-di- g
up and down the world I roam, in ed with roses, lilies, smllax and show interesting talk on the character and
One Year
search of legal tender. He elts at ers of white ribbons." The ritual was composition of the book.
of 'Miss Margaret Louise Schlef-feli-n
Mrs. P. C, Carpenter delightfully
1.00
KXx Months
and 'Frederick Henry Osborn,
Short stories from Joshua were ertertained
evening on my porch and rests In read under a huge wedding bell of II
yesterday afternoon" com
which
my old rocker, and smokes in peace lies and smllax. The bride waa at given by Mrs. O. C. ZIngg, Mrs. Nortook place this afternoon in
plimentary to the Friday Bridge club.
a two-bi- t
torch, ana reaas a snimng tended
man Skinner, Mrs. J. H. York, Mrs. The affair
the MadfsoU Avenue
(Cash In Advance for Mai)
Presbyterian
Mr.
a
M.
success
and
Mrs.
Cellers,
by
pleasant'
proved
Subscriptions)
GENERAL
OF MIS shocker. And Jumbo Sawyer roams while Mr.
ATTORNEY
Mrs.' Joseph Talchert Charles O'Malley, Mrs. Leon Durham and was' thoroughly ehtoyed by ah. church. The bride is the daughter
,'and,
Bemlt by check, draft or money
'
with me, upon my bootless journey; attended the
and Dr. Rice. The program closed Refreshments were" served. ''An large of Mr. and Mrs. William" Jay Schief-fell- n
SOURI HANDS JIT TO FED- groom. The wedding
wrder. If sent otherwise we will not
beneath poor Jumbo's old rooftree
with a discussion of the character of attendance was
ERAL JUSTICE
and a
'of
ring was carried in a lily by Miss
present.
jfe
responsible for loss.
there dwells a rich attorney.
Osborn
Joshua
William
H.
the
club.
Vanderbilt.
Mr.
by
Natalie Adler.
A
A year ago, though mighty fat, no
Specimen copies free on application.
is a son of Mr. and Mrs. William
4 V
Kansas City, Jan. 10. A spirited
The ceremony was pretty and 1m
the
A Difference In Working Hours
golden
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attack on' the acts of judge S. Mc- trouble was I knowing;
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of pressive.
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Here
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for
fit
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Breese enterained at a delightful auc- work. Weak, sore. Inactive kidneys
made by John T. Barker, attorney gen day I went to see an eminent physi- ding dinner was served.
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head.
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He
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can
not
do
tion
it They must be sound Joints that ache, muscles that are
eral of Missouri, today at a hearing
bridges party, given in honor of
in bad :The bride was gowned in white Mrs. Charles
and healthily active all the time. Foconducted by Judge McPherson pre whiz!" said he, "but you'rV
of
Mo.,
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young
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any newspaper
do it hard, If
Drug where It is needed and relieves sufwith a recent decision of the United Walk every day and
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...
Walk Vegas. She is the daughter of Mrs ent were Mrs.
would Carry!
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earth
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Mrs.
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States supreme court' holding the
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state rate laws constitutional.
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the wren and phebe! Walk
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FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY

Shoes
Rubbers

Hats

Suits
Coats
Dresses
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Dry Goods, Notions, Underwear
Men's Furnishings
.':''.,,-

'T

V

i

January 2 to 18
Per Cent Discount on

H

White

and One Third Per Cent
V Discount on 'All Muslin Underwear

'
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Self-mad-

January - White Sale

'
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Embroideries
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is Going
,

''ONE TI2IR.D OFF,-.-
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1
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

Annual White Goods Sale

PERSONALS

We again offer our patrons
the choicest selection ot under-- '
wear In muslin, cambric, nainsook and crepe ranging as follows:'
LOT 1 Corset Covers
and
Drawers, 25c and 35c values

Mrs. Olllo Shearer, midwife. Hotel
Komaine. Adv.
A. E. Philan of Albuquerque was a
business visitor In Las Vegas today.
P. B. Clarke of Albuquerque arriv...

.21o

Corset Covers and
Drawers, 40c and 50c values
LOT

t

George A. Canipfi'eld came In yesterday evening from Albuquerque for

2

.....

at -

1
35c
LOT 3 Corset Covers, Drawers, Gowns and Skirts, 65c
values at
43c
LOT A Drawers, Gowns and
Skirts; 75c and 85c values
at
59c
LOT 5 Drawers, Gowns, Princess Slips, Skirts and Combi-

a

short business visit.
A. A. Sena, the well known rancher
Park Springs, was a business visitor in Las Vegas today.
Miss Mamie Marsh left this afternoon for Springer, where she will visit
relatives for a short time.
William Huney and E. Hatra came
in last night from El Paso for. a few
(lays' business- visit,
W. G. Ogle returned this afternoon
from Raton, where has been oil 'business for the past few days.
Richard Romero left this afternoon
for Santa Fe where he will visit relatives for the next few days.
Miss Lucy Rosenthal left last night
for Chicago where she will visit
friends and relatives lot the next few
weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. William ..Rankin and
Devine came in last, night .from
W.
Watrous and will be visitors --in Las
. ,
uf
Vegas for a few days.
Mrs. Vf. G. Haydon, accompanied by
her daughter, will leave this evening
for Los Angeles,, Calif., where she will
visit for severaLoweeks.
J. H.oflUcher, Jr., and M. A. Van
Houten came in yesterday evening
from their homes at Shoemaker for
a short 'business visit in Las Vegas.
Ed Lodge of Pueblo, Colo., return-- d
to his home this afternoon after
having been a visitor with Us brother, who resides here, for the past few
days,
Charles S. Earicloson, a well known
business man of Pecos, arrived in
Las Vegas last night and will be a
liusinesa visitor here for the next
few days.
D. C. Titon of Springfield, Mo., accompany by G. E. Tipton, came
night from .Watrous. The men
are interested in? the civil service examinations for fourth class postmast-maste- r
at Watrous.
here.-..-

,

at

ed la the city last night for a few
days' visit.

.

.

;

nation Suits, 1 values at.79c
LOT 6 Drawers, Gowns, Prin- cess Slips, Skirts and Combi-- ,
nation Suits,' $1.25 values

at

98c
LOT 7 Drawers, Gowns, Prln- 'cess Slips, Skirts and Combination Suits," $1.50 and $1.75
values at
$1.25

.

HOFFMAN

& GRAUBARTH

Tht Popular Prist Slot

fbme Mtio 104

,
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ROME IS STEADFAST
Jan. 10. The Segnatura
Rome,
tribunal, the high court of the Roman

.

NORMAL NOTES

School was, resumed Tuesday after
'
the Christinas j'a,cajtion AH ol the
old students iavo returned and many
new ones have reufstered.

Wprk in .tha , commercial department has been resumed under the
direction of Miss Susie Whitaker, na l
is doing region work in both the
day 'and the .night classes.
The Baikkb.ill fema are nva-j- '
hard and getting to the( best possible shape tor the coming ga p.es
witn the High school. "
The date for !the unveling of the
large frieze tjou.itad by Mr. Charles
iTfeld! has been postponed until the
of this month instead
Wjenty-siiUli

unced. ,.This- - postponement
waB
made necessary on account of conflicting dates of ilia chief speakers
for the occasion.
The followiig is
the program as it will be presented:
Presentation of a copy of Donatel-lo'- s
"Dancing Putti," from the Singing Gallery of the Cathedral of
Honorable Charles ' Weld.
Acceptance Professor Francis E.

Curia, today rejected the appeal of
he puchess da Talleyrand (formerly
Anna Gould of New York) from the
verdict of the Rota tribunal refusin
to annul her marriage to her first Kelley.
Presentation of Burne Jones' "Gold
"husband. Count Boni de Castellane. '
en Stairs," "Fides" and "Spes"
Sarah Gertrude Tooker, class of 1912.
CONFERENCE CONTINUED
Acceptance Miss May Ross.
ElJan.
Chairman
Washington,
?.
'Presentation
of the "Harvesters,"
liott of the New Yorit, New Haven &
reliefs
from
the Altar of San An"Sijt
GenHartford board, and Attorney
eral McReynolds resumed conference tonio, and Lucia Delia Robbia's "Boys
from Book" and "Boys Singtoday in an effort to reach an agree- Ringing
ment for reorganization of the road. ing from Scroll" Miss Ethel Hayes,
President Arthur T. Hadley of Yale class of 1913.
Acceptance Dean Prank Carrcon.
TJniversity, a director of the New
Haven, accompanied Mr. Elliott,
The following is a list of apparatus
recently received for use in the deNORDICA IS ILL
partment of experimental psycholNew York, Jan. 10. Madame Lil- ogy:" One artificial
eye, one stop
lian Nordica is iu a critical condition watchc, one astigmatic chart, one
with pneumonia on Thursday Island,
one complete set of
Queensland, according to a cable mes- Woodworth's and rells' tests, one
sage received today by her husband, kymograph with its accessories, and
George W. Young, a New York bank- one metronome. This is a great ader. The message is brief, saying dition to the equipment of thiij demerely that Mme. Nordica "has de- partment and the class is doing exveloped pneumonia and was in a crit- cellent work In the experiments.
ical condition."--.
BYiends here attributed her illness
The circulars recently sent out to
in a measure to the strain Madame the members of the state legislature
Nordica underwent recently iw the are bringing In favorable reports.
grounding of the Dutch steamer Tas-ma- Many have stated that the Normal is
which went ashore near Thurs- without doubt the best school in the
day island, In the Gulf of Paquj. The State.'
vessel was subsequently floated.
After the accident Madame Nordica
The freshmen girls will entertain
cabled a reassuring message to Mr. the freshmen boys this evening in the
Young, but several days later it was domestic science department This Is
reported that she was suffering a the first school party of the new
nervous breakdown. She was on a year, and promises to be one of the
tour with her company.
OiiU
best.
I'.or-enceT-

n,

v

HIGHS

SATURDAY, JANUARY

r

DEFEATED

the

TEAM

rrg

VILLAGE

IS SUBMERGED
Koeslin, Germany, Jan. 10. A high

tide submerged r the viage of Dam- kerrert on the borders of Buckow
lake, adjoining the Baltic sea, last
night, and .the fats of its 100 inhabitants is unknown. A heavy gale is
and the waters have
blowing
reached such an extraordinary height
that only three roofs of nouses in the
village were visible.' Troops have
YOUNGSTERS PUT UP GOOD GAME been sent here to assist to the work
of rescue.
AGAINST HEAVIER AND OLD.

By

10, 1914.

.

SUCCESS OR. FAILURE
'

):

is larger than its

v

,

"Chub-Swallo-

w,

follows:

High school Hart, 5; Meloney, 9;
Stewart, 2; McCuilough, 1; Young, 2.
Y. M, O. A. Ellis, 2G; Swallow, 11;
Webb, 4; White, 2.
The Y. M. C. A. was credited with
12 fouls, while the High school scored
only 6. A. E. DeMarais refereed the
game and gave satisfaction.
Rufus
Mead acted as scorer, while B. J
Reed was timekeeper.
HarO. 1
grove officiated as umpire.

,

CLAIMED TO BE A
MAN OF WEALTH
JOHN

DEW PASSED AS GRAND
SON OF THE LATE ADOU
'
PHUS BUSCH

'".,.1

No business is successful unless its income

this is true of individuals as well.

oufgo-a- nd

money has a slender chance to succeed.

He never gets started.

...

-

CAPITAL

gates must choose to hold the tournament, should be so amended, ac
cording to C. F. Thompson, president
of Homewood, that a club not rec
ommended by the committee could be
picked by the delegates.
Mr. Thompson said the committee's
selections included, in addition to E.
K. Wanock, which won the last meet,
the Mayfield club of Cleveland, and
the Detroit Country club, neither of
which wanted or asked for the tournament, but, on the contrary, had
pledged support to Homewood.
thafi.iKhe
v Mr. Thompson charges
committee under the present
has power, by nominating two ineligible clubs, practically to award the
tournament to any club it desires.

J

-

NINTH ANNUAL MEETING
SHOW, AND SEVENTEEN

1

A Pure Cream of Tartar Powitr
;

Indispensable to best results

saves

worry saves work saves money-sa- ves
health saves complaints at table

NATIONAL
ANNUAL

WESTERN

STOCK

CONVENTION AMERIASSOCIATION

HA

rare tor the

1914

Bound Trip

Tickets on sale sale January 17, 18, 10ih., 1914
final return limit January 28Jb., 1914
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MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

,

SWASTIKA GOAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
At the close of business Dec. 31st., 1913

1136,510.11

ment that It, would not be possible for
Oats, May
j'uiy
any severe weather to develop with
Pork, Jan. J21.15; May $21.37.
in a considerable period went far to
Lard, Jan. $10.90; May $11.20.
23,73663
toward hceckdng bullish sentiment
day
Ribs, May $11.45.
'
Jl80.874.74
Resources
Total
regarding corn.. The market opened
LIABILITIES
a
$ 30,000.00 unchanged to ,4 higher and made
Capital Stock paid In
.
8,000.00 further
Surplus
gain, but then dropped back
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
Undivided protlts (Including accrued
to last night's level. The close was
Interest and any other amounts set
Kansas City, Jan. 10. Hogs, re.,
aside for special purposes, less cureasy, the same as last night to ' up. ceipts 1,000. Market 5 cents
rent expenses, interest and taxes
higher.
6,956.31
paid)
Wheat prices depended largely on Bulk
BavinKS Deposits of Deposits in Inter- heavy
$7.858.25;
$8.208.30;;
137,318.43
eat or Savinits Department
the action of corn. Pit traders lean- packers and butchers
$88.25; light
Total Liabilities....... " $180,274.74 ed to the bear side. Opening figures
$7.858.15; pigs $7.007.GO.
Depositors
were a shade to
off. After a
401
Number of Salni!rs Depositors
Cattle,receipts 300; market steady;;
All other Depositore(lCxol Bksl ..
slight rally, the market slipped lower Prime fed steers $8.509.10; dressetf
Interest paid on Deposits
than before. The close was steady, beef steers, $7.258.50: western steera
4 per cent
On Savings Deposits
On other individual Dep
at a net advance of a shade.
$b'.'758.50; southern steers $6.00
Dividends Paid during the past year on Capital
Selling by a leading firm weakened 8.00; cows $4.507.25; heifers $S.59
Stock
8
$2400
Per Cent
Amount. ... t
oats and demand was only scattered.
Jul. lit. and Jan. 1st9.44; stockers and feeders $5.75
Date paid
First sales of provisions ranged 7.50; bulls
President, W. G. Haydon, Vice President.
$5.257.25; calves $6,500'
Kelly Treasurer, D. T. Hoskins. Directors from the same as last night to an ad- $11.00.
G. Haydon. H. W. Kelly. Jacob Gross,
Wm.
PHILIPPINES Frank Springer and J. H. Stearns.
j vance of 10 cents. ' Tha quotations at Sheep, no receipts. Market steady.
the close were as follows:
1
State of New Mexico loo
Lambs $7.408.25; yearlings $6.25!
County of San Miifuel (
Wheat, May
July; 87tf.
7.25; wethers $5.406; ewes $4.75
D. T. Hoskins. Treasurer. Wm. G. Haydon.
NAVY DEPARTMENT EXPECT8 TO
uorn, May 65 ; July
and H. W. Kelly, Director, J. H.
President,
5.50.
CREATE A NEW BASE
Director
Direotor and

38.

39;

Bonds. Securities, etc., Including premiums thereon
Other Real Btate Owned ..
Due from Banks

19.500.IX)
53H.00

p

-

mm

m

--

immm

.

91;

of
JacobGross,
Stearns,
the Las Vegas Svintrs Bank of Las Vegas, New
AT GUAM
Mexico, a bank oruaniaied under the laws of
the Territory, now State ol New Mexico, upon
oath, duly sworn, each for himself, desposeth
and foregoing stateWashington, Jan. 10. The first ma- and says, that th above and
Liabilities, Depoof the Resources
rines to be withdrawn from the Phil- ments
sitors, Interest paid on Deposits and Dividends
named bank
of
on
stock
the
above
Capital
ippines in accordance with Secretary paid
at the close of business December 3lst.,19l3, are
and
true.
correct
Daniels' previously announced plan,
D.
Hoskins, Treas.
will sail about January 19 on the
Wm G. Haydon, Pres.
W.
H.
KKLf.T, Director
steamer Supply for Guam for drill and
J, H. Steakns, Director
instruction In advance base work.
Jacob Ghosh, Director
f
to before me this
Eight officers and 275 men will re Subscribed and sworn 1914.
A. D.
of
3rd.
January
day
on
on
the islands.
main
duty
E. S. Liwis.
Ahout February 15 three officers and
Notary Publlo
1014.
Den.
6,
commission expires
13 men will sail for station at Mare My
Island. About the middle of March
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
six more officers and 139 men will be
New York, Jan. 10. The stock martransferred to Mare Island, leaving ket closed firm. Having overcome the
seveg. pfflcers and 165 t men in. the initial depression occasioned by the
Philippines. ,At present there are,,, 34 break in New Haven, bull operators
officers, and 175 men there.
bought with Increasing confidence and
The detachment at Peking will be ultimately succeeded In raising the
increased by one officer. Marines will level of prices well above tha open-

JAPAN IS OPPOSED
Tokio, Jan. 10. The Japanese gov- not be withdrawn from Hawaii at
ernment today declared that it was present.
opposed to the withdrawal of all forIt was said at the navy department
eign troops from China, as suggested that the. increase of the marine gar
by t the Russian government on De- rison in Guam was in development of
cember 12.' The proposal made by plans to make that station; eventually
Russia was., that the foreign troops
correspond, ,to the marine bases at
of fall .nations should be withdrawn Philadelphia and Pensacola,
From
from the province of Chi-LIncludthose bases forces or marines could
ing legation guards, the regiments at be dispatched at a few hours' notice,
Tien Tsln and the troops guarding on transports which are
tq be kept
the railways between, the sea and fully provisioned and coaled, to seize
Peking. The reason advanced was and hold a suitable landing place for
that conditions In the north of China troops in an Inland
campaign.
were no longer dangerous to foreigners.
HE CLAIMS INJUSTICE
HILLEN MUST DIE
Chicago,. Jan. 10. Believing that
Denver, Jan. 10. Harry E. Hlllen, the Homeward Country club of Chi
convicted of killing Thomas J. Chase cago was "legislated" out of the privand sentenced to be hanged, must pay ilege of holding the' National Amateur
members today
the penalty demanded by the law Coif tournament,-itunless relief Is
and secured began a campaign to limit the power

ing range. Uncerainty as to the outcome of New Haven's efforts to provide for its financial nced3 made speculation unusually broad and active
in hef, company's stock and bonds.
The' outstanding sixes advanced four
,
points. . ......
Aside from the New Haven's issues
In
the widest movements were
were
specialties. Tobacco Issues
heavy. Texas company gained 6'&.
New York Central sagged to 91!i vvlih
in a fraction of its low record for 20
years. Bonds were firm. Th9 last
sales for the day were:
72
Amalgamated Copper
104
American Sugar
94
Atchison .
109
Northern Pacific
Reading
91
Southern Pacific
Union Pacific
l'l'Vt
sought
6014
through the state supreme court or of the legislative committee of tho United States Steel
107
Golf
United
in
Slates
association
Stool,
iStat.es
pfd.
C.
United
C.
by executive clemency. Judge
Butler in the district court today de- awarding tournaments. The
CHICAGO EOAFU OF TRfrrt
nied the motion of HHlen's attorneys under which the committee selects
Chicago, Jan. 10. Official announce,.
throe clubs, one of which, the dole- for a new trial.
,
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S114.000.00

JANUARY 19th. to 24th.,

HORROR

RESOURCES ,.
Lonns and Discounts
'
R'l
d
See
Estate (Incl.
by
$ 54,820.01
Mortg's Owned)
G'ol't'l
other
Secured by
6, 150.00
than Real Estate
55.M0.10
All other loans
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CAN NATIONAL LIVE STOCK

by-la-

STATE BANK REPORT
Report ot the Condition of
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I DENVER, COLO.

San, Francisco, Jan. 10. D.
A.
White, chief of police, wired to the
Denver police authorities today that
If the case there against John Dew,
charged with Impersonating Adolphus
Busch III is not strong enough to result to a prosecution the San Fran
cisco- - authorities will be glad to press
a complaint here.
Dew was arrested In Denver several days ago. He is wanted here and
In Los Angeles. The specific allegation here is that he obtained $300 by
Bern Cough Medicine for Children
falsely representing himself to be a
grandson of the late Adolphus. Busch, in "I am very glad to say a few words
praise of Chamberlain's
Cough
a millionaire brewer.
Remedy," writes Mrs. Lida Dewey,
Milwaukee, Wis. "I have used It for
years both for my children and myself and it never falls to relieve and
TEN RIEM ENTOMBED
cure a cough or cold. No family with
children should be without it as it
gives almost immediate relief in cases
BY (IINE EXPLOSION of
croup." Chamberlain's Cough Remedy, Is pleasant and safe to take, which
Is of great Importance when a mediCOLLIERY IN ALABAMA IS THE cine, must be. given to young children
For sale by ,all dealers. Adv.
LATEST TO REPORT A

Birmingham, Ala., Jan. 10. An ex
plosion 'in the seventeenth entry of
the Rocki Castlo mines of the Davis
Creek Coal company .this morning
has entombed ten men, including W.
W. Quarles, mine foreman. It Is believed all are dead. Thirty to 40 men
working near the spot where the explosion occured were rescued.
Reports received' here from the
scene of the accident state that the
explosion was purely local and while
after-damhad formed, most of the
men who were in the workings when
the explosion occurred v had been
taken out. - There-- M little hope, however, for the miners' wb.o were in the
entry iln which the explosion occurred.
Chief Mine Inspector C. S. Nesbit
has gone to the mine, which Is about
35 miles from here in Tuscaloosa
county. The cause of the explosion
has not been ascertained.

The man who can not save

PEOPLES BANK';:iia.TR.UST

ER PLAYERS

Before a small audience the Y. M.
C. A. basketball team last njght defeated the High school ;team by the
score of 43 to 19 in
and well
fought game. The Y. M. C. A, had
the advantage of weight and experience. The High school five showed
pluck, and put up a aesperate ime,
l ut was unable to
outplay the hus-k"Y" team.
Kills for the Y. M. C. A. plryed the
ctar ganif r.l the evening, making iG
points. The r.tire Y. M. ( , A. squad
nd though apparently
I'Tayed fast,
rii(!pJi at times, considiratlon must
Iia taken on He differn..e in weight
and size of the two teams. .The High
school in several ways outclassed the
Y. M. C. A.
Their basketshooting
was only fair, The forwards played
a fast game and used excellent team
work.
Backing by the rest of the
team also was noticeable.- Near the close of the first half,
Clifford Stewart, playing center for
the High school, was disabled when
he collided with, two Y. M. C. A.
men.
The affair was an accident,
for which nobody was to blame. Stewart was not seriously Injured, but suffered a severe jolting which forced
him to retire from the game.
The High school was the favorite
with the audience, and showed it
would have an excellent chance with
any team of its weight. i!)Ehe Y, M.
C. A. team consists of old players who
have years of experience behind
thera. It played a fast and consist
ent (game, and would be a worthy op
ponent for the best team in thei southwest.
The preliminary to the big game
was a scheduled volleyball game between a team from the senior class
md one from the Business Men's
class. The affair turned out the opposite of Interesting and as a result
volleyball is practically a game of
the past in Las Vegas. The senior
team, none of whose members was capable of piaylng good volleyball, came
out on the floor dressed as old women.. This seemed to humiliate the Bus
iness Men, who take their playing
somewhat seriously, and they put up
a poor game. The seniors' playing
was sufficiently burlesque without the
funny clothes. The final score was
not learned, as the interest grew las3
as the time passed.
Following is the lineup of the two
basketball teams:
High school Robert Hart and Ed
ward Meloney, forwards; Clifford
Stewart, center; Frank McCuilough,
Rufino Gallegos and Francis Young,
guards, (Young was placed on the
team- when Stewart was disabled).
Y. M. C. A. Carl Ellis and
forwards; John Webb, cen
ter; Frank Winters and:fc Prentice
White, guards. Tony Ungaro was us- d as a guard on the "Y" team during the latter part of the game, taking
White's position, the latter being
to forward in place of Swallow, who succeeded Webb as center.
Points made in the game were as
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OFFICE

SATURDAY, JANUARY
OF IRISH

POET

Dublin, Jan. 10, In literary circles
throughout Ireland tribute was raid
today to the life and work of S'r
De Vere, on the occasion of the
centennial anniversary of tha birth
of the famous Irish poet. De Vere
was born 100 years ago today at Cur- ragh Chase, near limerick. His
death occurred at the same place on
January 21, 1902.
In a period of unrest and endless
activity, De Vere was content with
a life of slniDlB harmony and the
joy that his poetic genius brought to
him. for nearly the entire portion
of his 88 years he remained at the
family home, occupying the same
room, and reading and writing In his
father's library.
He was a poet by nature and by
His thoughts were
temperament.
poems, and hia dreams were poetic
fancies. Southey, who knew him well,
called him an "entire poet," and Cardinal Newman said that in every ac
tion of his mind he was a poet.
Through Tennyson De Vere met
Mary Anderson, the famous American actress who became Mrs. Naletters
varro, and they exchanged
for several years. They used to take
long walks together on Hempstead
Heath and talk about the people who
had made It almost sacred ground.
The poet did not care much about
outward form. In this connection It
Is recalled that he once drove with
Mme. Navarro in Rotten Row, and
while she was beautifully gowned and
the carriage was- perfectly appointed,
he held over his head, to shade his
eyes, an umbrella like Mrs. Gamp's,
and it had a broken rib that added to
its disreputable look.
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Au-tigr- y

TO

His Stomach Troubles Over
Mr. Dyspeptic, would you not like

CLASSIFIED

LOBBY

RESTAURANT

ADVER-

TISEMENTS

HORT ORDERS AN O REGULAR DINNERS
THB BEST GOOD3 OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. & FRATERNAL
8R0THERH00D Nft
102 Meets every
A. M. Regular com- Monday night St
munlcation first and O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at
TX
in S o'clock.
third Thursday
Visiting members am en
each month- - Visiting dially welcome. J. C. Wertz, Prwv
V
brothers cordially in- dent; J. T. BJhler. Secretary; O. &
vited. Uuy M. Cary, W. M., H. S. Van Bally, Treasurer.

'

Petten, Secretary,

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Five cents per line each Insertion.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg- Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
4
Tua-ailar conclare
No ad to occupy less space than two
Ma-oin

.";!9

lines

All

advertisements

charged

will be booked at space actually set
without regard to number of words.
Cash In advlnce preferred.

u

a
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fit

Brinegar. H. P.: v.
mood, Secretary.
A.

il
OPTIC

W'w'

J

M't

y

each month at
Temple at 7:39 p. nt. O. H.
Klnkel, S. C; Cfcaa. Tamme, Recorder.

F. O. E. Mpets first and third Tuesday evenings each month at Woodmen hall. VisUing brothers cordial-- .
ly invited to attend. C. N. Douglas,
P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretary.

Vv

nl

LOCAL TIME CARD

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con
vocation first Monday In
each month at Masonic
Temple at 7:30 n m
No.

kUifl'A
u n

h

NUMHER, MAIN L

Wanted
WANTED

t

n

East Bound
Arrive

I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
1.
Meets every Monday evenlne at
their hall on Sixth street All vttftlng No.
brethren cordially Invited to attend No.
F. D. Fries. N. O.: Gus Lehman. V. n No.
T. M. Elwood, Secretary;' Karl Werts. No.
ireasurer; c. v. Hedgcock, Cemetery

.
.
..
.

CHARLES

STOCKHOLDERS
ING

NOTICE,

m.....

p.
a.
p.
p.

KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets in
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the

-i-

f you use

EMPRESS
FLOUR

first

It 's giving you
a present for doing something
you 'd do tiny
way when you
learn how Much

EetferEMPRESS
FLOUR realb is.
Made

by GER-

MAN PROCESS
ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT 'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' A A
STANDARD

V

SILVER
FRENCH.
GREY (STERLING) FINISH

OF COLUMBUS, COUN
KNIGHTS
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
fourth Thursday In O. R. C. hall,
Plnnnnr hulldinz. Vlsltln? members
are cordially Invited. Richard Devine, 8
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. 8.

EMPRESS
can be ob
tained in this city from

ALL GROCERS

RETAIL PRICES
..20c per

101 lbs.
per 100 lbs.
... JOc per 101 Iks.
-- .40c
per 1ei lb
.60o per 189 Ifes

or More, Each Dal very .
to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
to 1,009 lbs. Each Delivery
to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
Less than 50 lbs. Each Delivery

2,000 lbs.,
1,000 lbs.,
200 Ibc
60 lbs,

. 25c

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Btorera, aad Distributors of Nattral Ice, the PsrSSl
lasting Qualities of Whleh Gave Made Las Ves ramoaa,

t

OFFICE 701 DOUGLAI AVENUE

Attorneys-at-La-

Las Vegas,

New MexU

APPLICATION
FOR GRAZING
PERMIT
NOTICE is hereby given that all
MONUMENT CO
applications for permits to graze cattle, horses, sheen and goats within
Albuquerque, N. M.
the PECOS NATIONAL FOREST
215 E. Central
during the season of 1114 must be
23 Years Practical Experience.
filed In my office at Santa Fe, New
Mexico, on or before January 25,
W. W. BOWERS.
1914.
Full Information In regard to E. A. JONES
the grazing fees to be, charged and
hlank forms to be used In making apRagged wounds are painful and
JONES-BOWER-

plications will be furnished upon
quest. THOMAS R. STEWART,
pervisor.

re-

Su-

0corAfa,

to

sir
1

cause much annoyance. If not kept
clean they fester and become running
SNOW LINI
BALLARD'S
sores.
MENT Is an antiseptic healing remedy
for such cases. Apply it at night before going to bed and cover with a
cotton cloth bandage. It heals in a
few days. Price 25c, 50c and fcl.OO
per bottle. Sold by Central Drug Co.
Adv.
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Market Finders
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This elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon

MEET-

Professional Health Culture for Ladles
The annual meeting of the stockMRS. OLLIE SHEARER
holders of the Agua Pura Company General Massage, Hair and Scalp
of Las Vegas will be he'd In the ofTreatment, Facial Massage, Mani
fice of the company at Las Vegas, N.
cure, Chiropody.
M January 26, 1914, at 3 o'clock p.
Hotel Romalne
m. for the election of directors and Office-Hours- :
1:30 p. m. to 8:30 p. m,
for the transaction of such other
business as may come before the
ATTOKNEY8
CHAS. ROGERS,
meeting.
January l, 1914.
Secretary.
HUNKER & HUNKER
George A. Hunker. Chester A. Hank

m.
m.
m.
m

For YOU!

ZliscsUaetscus

Dentist
Dental work of any description at
H. STEWART,
moderate prices
Deputy Assessor.
Room 1, Center Block, Tel Main lSi
East Las Vegas, New Mexico

1:35
6:40
4:30
7:00

a. m
p. m
p.

p.
p.
a.
p.

Depart

p. m

1:10
6:35
4:20
6:35

and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
Ladles always welcome. O. L. Flers-man- ,
President; A. D. Tillman, Financier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
Avenue.
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
uk KENT Cottage in desirable East Las Vegas, N. M.
neighborhood, newly painted, pa
pered, electric lights. Low rate. L. O. O. MOOSE
Meets second and
Phone Purple 5301.
fourth Thursday evening eacb
FOR RENT To lady or gentleman month at W. O. W. hall. Visltin?
brothers cordially Invited. Howard T
employed, comfortable, furnished
room; no health seekers. Phone Davis, Dictator; p. A. Linn Secretary
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 54t
Purple 6301.
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tues
day of the month In the vestry roomi
of Temple Montefiore at 8 o'clock I"
m. Visiting brothers are cordially In
ACCOMMODATIONS for a few more vlted. Isaao Appel, President; Charlei
boarders at Nelson Greenclay, Secretary.
gentleman
Ranch, Mineral Hill. Phone Olive
5581 for terms.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In the Forest of Brotherlj
MEXICAN drawnwork and hand hem
Love at Woodmen ol the World hall
stitching to order. Call afternoons, on the second and fourth Mondays oi
814 Douglas avenue.
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
Sonsul; Q. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
WILL buy and sell cattle and horses, Montague, Local Deputy. Visiting
Address S. Esqulbel, Mineral Hill,
members are especially welcooe and
N. M.
cordially Invited.
DR. F. B. HUXMANN

7:45
11:59
2:30
2:00

Arrive

1..
3..
7..
9..

For ftQnt

all business days between the hours
of 8 a. m. and 5 p. m. (until February 28th, 1914) for the purpose of re
ceiving returns of all property, accord
ing to the provisions of Chapter 84,
Laws of the State of New Mexico,
1913.
It is made the duty of all persons to make a return of all property
they own, and those failing to do so,
within the time above specified, will
be assessed by me according to sec
tion 10 of said Cha'pter 84 of the
laws of the state, of New Mexico for
the year 1913, and a penalty of 25
per cent will be imposed additional
by me. You are further notified that
if any person shall knowingly make
a false or defective list of his property, he shall be liable to a penalty
of 25 per cent upon the full amount of
all taxes levied against him, and his
property, and shall also be deemed
guilty of perjury and punishable accordingly.
M. A. SANCHEZ, Assessor.

Depart

.. 7:20 p. m
.11:54 p. m
. 2:25 a.- m.....
. 1:35 p. m
West Bound

2.
No.
4.
No. 8.
No. 10.

Names and addresses by Trustee.
mail order houses; big pay; home
work.
Information for stamp. Di- B. P.
O. ELKS
Meets second and
rect Appeal Co., Plymouth, Ind.
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks home on Ninth street and
WANTED
Switches
to make:
avenue. Visiting brothers
Douglas
switches made from hair comb
are cordially Invited. Gov. Win. J.
ings; work guaranteed. 511 Ninth
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
street. Phone Main 389.
Secretary.

to feel that your stomach troubles
were over, that you could eat any
kind of food you desired without injury? That may seem so unlikely to
you that you do not even hope for an
ending of your trouble, but permit us
to assure you that it is not altogether WANTED
Five! or six rooms and
impossible. If others can be cured
bath, on bill. Give terms. J. T.
permanently, and thousands have
Cosgrove, general delivery, city.
been, why not you? John R, Barker,
of Battle Creek, Mich., is one of them.
He says, "I was troubled with heart
and liver complaint
burn, indigestion,
until I used- - Chamberlain's Tablets,
then my trouble was over." Sold by
all dealers. Adv.
FURNISHED ROOMS, 716 Grand
ASSSESSMENT NOTICE
B. Las Vegas, N. M., Jan. 6, 1914.
Notice is hereby given that I, the
undersigned ( deputy assessor, will be
at my office, 603 Lincoln avenue on
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Ills second candle;
again he hurried on. Would the end
never come? WaS any mistake possible? With that he etumbled against
something and fell, and the candle
flew from his hand and was put out;
with a hoarse groan he threw out an
arm to steady himself, to rise; his
hand went through a yielding, prickly
mass; a glimmer, came in past it
light the end!
Pushing,
staggering
crashing,
through, he came into a strange place.
It waa as if a giant had taken a huge
spoon and scooped out the top of the
earth deep, very deep. All of this
great hollow was filled with trees and
tangled undergrowth. It was full of
vague shadows in the glimmer of the
earliest dawn.
Francois, standing
there sobbing, ghastly with paleness,
with matted hair and
eyes
and gasping mouth and wet torn
clothes, was a fit demon for the haunted spot. He saw nothing, no one; with
that there was a soft snapping of
twigs and a movement in the darkness
farthest from him; a movement toward
him. Tottering he crawled to meet it;
in another second the shadows had
shaped into figures a peasant boy on
a horse, leading another horse.
Then he stood close to them, and
the boy, leaning over without a word
put something into his hand, and Francois, swaying with exhaustion, saw
that it ws a flask. He took a long
swallow of cognac and his chilled blood
leaped, and with that he had caught
the bridle from the lad and was In the
saddle.
In the shadows of trees, in a lonely
lane, the peasant boy stopped his
horse suddenly and made a short gesture' toward the ilask sticking out of
Francois' coat pocket. Hi3 strength
was going again; it was exactly the
right moment. Another swallow of
brandy and he rode on with fresh
courage. But something in the gesture of the peasant boy; something
about his seat in the saddle, about the
touch of his hands on the rein, gave
Francois a curious undefined shock. In
the growing daylight he turned toward
the silent rider. The coat collar was
soft hat
up and the
drawn down. The slim figure, outlined
against tho cool pink vastness of the
morning sky was clad like an ordinary
young peasant yet! Thera was a
poise, sure p.race, which seemed unlike
a peasant, which seemed like- - "Have w? far to go?" Francois demanded suddenly in French.
The head turned swiftly; black exaggerated lashes lifted and under them
wero the blue eyes he knew.
"Alixe."
He cried it out loud, reckless, forgetting everything. But she did not
forget. In an instant her hand was op
his mouth, and she was whispering in
terror.
"Francois, dear Francois, be careful,
We are not safe yet. We have a village to ride through see, there ia a
house. It is almost time for them to
be awake. Rido fast. It is two milee
yet."
They were racing again over the
soft ground, the horses' unshod feet
making little noise, and Francois'
heart was playing mad music. No
need now of cognac. Then they were
galloping down the sand of a lonely
beach, and with that there was a little
group of people and a boat drawn up;
and they had pulled in the horses, and
Francois felt himself lifted off like a
child and lying like a very little,
worn-ou- t
child In the general's arms;
and the general was crying, swearing,
hugging him without shame. Pletrc
was there; Pietro was rubbing the
thin hands in a futile useless sort oi
way, and holding them by turns to his

0

to 'stop to light

SYNOPSIS.

I

a
CHAPTER
Beaupm,
(peasant babe of three years, after an
in
incident
which
Marshal Ney
musing
is made a Chevalier of France
i(fure8,
iby the Emperor Napoleon, in the home
of the lad's parents in the village of
France, where the emperor had brief-llstopped to hold a council of war.
prophesied that the boy might
ine day be a marshal of France under
(ejiother Bonaparte.
CHAPTER II-- At the age of ten Fran-Icol- s
meets a stranger who Is astonished
the boy tells him he may one day
yhena "marshal
of France under another
Jte
Napoleon."
CHAPTER III Francois demonstrates
Bbls nerve
by climbing a lofty church
wteeple. This deed is witnessed by the
wiio
marvels at the boy's came-.iies- s
tranger
and asks him to visit him at
the Chateau.
CHAPTER
visits General
'the Baron Gaspard Gourgaud, who with
hlsseven-year-old
Alixe,
daughter, lives
t the Chateau. A soldier of the Empire
Hinder Napoleon he fires the boy's imagination with stories of his campaigns
twlth the emperor.
CHAPTER V Francois' father loses
Uh possessions in a game of clrance.
VI The
CHAPTER
general offers
llTraiicois a home at the Chateau.
The
fbcy refuses to leave his parents, but in
the end becomes copyist for the general
nd learns of the friendship between the
ireneral and Marquis Zappi, who campaigned with the General under Napoleon.
CHAPTER XI Francois goes to Italy
s secretary to Pletro. He has an interview with Alixe before leaving and nearly reveals his love for her.
CHAPTER XII Queen Hortense plans
"the escape of her son Louis Napoleon by
disguising him and Marquis Zappi as her
lackeys.
CHAPTER Xin Francois takes Marquis Zappi's place, who is ill, in the
of Hortense and IjOuIs. Dressed
escape
s Louis' brother Francois
lureg the
from the hotel allowing the
Prince and his mother to escape.
s,
y

cois

.

CHAPTER
Zappi and
on, I'ietro. arrive at the Chateau. The
general agrees to care for the Marquis'
,on while the former goes to America.
CHAPTER
shows marked attention to Marquis Zappi because
he once saved the life of the general.
The Marquis before leaving for America
,enks the boy to be a friend of his son.
I'rancols solemnly promises.
VIII-Fran- cois

CHAPTER
goes to the
Chateau to live. Marquis Zappi dies
leaving Pletro as a ward to the general.
Alixe, Pietro and Francois meet a
trange boy who proves to be Prince
.Louis Napoleon. Francois saves his life.
cois

CHAPTER X The general discovers
Francois loves Alixe. and extracts promise from him that he will not interfere
.between the girl and Pietro.

"CHAPTER

Is

XTV-Fan- oois

a

pris-

oner of the Austrlans for five vears, In
the castle owned by Pietro in Ttaly. He
discovers In his guard one of Pietro's old
family servants and through him sends
word to his friends of Ids' plight.
CHAPTER XV-T- he
general, Alixe and
Pietro hear from Francois and plan his
rescue.

CHAPTER
as a guest
of tho Austrian governor of the castle
prison inspects the Interior of the wine
:cellar of the Zappis.
XVI-Fran- eois

CHAPTER XVII Francois receives a
note from Pletro explaining in detail how
to escape from his prison. He starts and
reaches the wine cellar.
(Continued From Yesterday.)

CHAPTER

XVIII.

The Peasant Guide.
He flashed out the saber and desperately he slid it this way and that
iabout the great stone, trying to find
ia crack, something to loosen, something that would give. And while he
worked in a fever, in a chill, he" remembered Pietro's letter.
Then he set down the eandle end on
ia shelf and with trembling fingers
jdrew oft his coat and drew out the
papers. The wet from hla bath in
had etained them a
jtho water-but- t
but only a little, for they were
(Carefully wrapped in the bit of oilskin
fin which they had coma P unfolded
jthe letter.
"If you will pross the lower corner
ion the
side," Pietro said
l"the lower corner!"
;
And he had been concentrating all
r
(his efforts, all his despair, on the
corner. When it is a question of
life and death a man Is Euperhumanly
strong and quick sometimes, but he is
also eometimes forgetful. It is an exciting and confusing thing, likely, to
ibe working for life and liberty after
ifive years of imprisonment.
Francois
corner and
pushed the lower
'like magic the great block above
(Bwung out With his lighted candle
jend in his hand he slipped through
land turned and Bwung back the door
Snto place and turned again and faced

i
'

hid-'de-

lit-jti-

wild-starin- g

broad-brimme-

left-han- d

1

up-jpe-

left-han- d

Narrow, low, cold black-jness- .
Quickly enough, however, with
igood courage, with his heart thump-jinout a song of hope, which he had
ikept down sternly till now, he walked,
lat times stooping low as he must be
cause of the descent, down the secret
road of the old Zappis. His candle
Iheld forward, he could see a few feet
(ahead, but all he could see was huge
with
Iblocks of rough stone, green
mold, water dripping between them.
The air he breathed was heavy and
ithick; through Ms wet clothes he felt
A chill as of the grave. But what mat
tered the road, when the road led to
."blackness.

g

freedom?
Suddenly it came to him that the
passage might be blocked. It was years
eince Pietro had been through it;
some of the stones might have fallen
it would take very little to close so
narrow a way. With an anxiety which
was physical pain, with breathless
eagerness now, ho hurried on. lie had

He Cried It Out Loud, Reckless.
Alixe, her peasant hat off now,
bent over them, lovelier than ever before, not minding her hoy's dress, and
smiled at him, wordless. There was
a huge nian also who took the horses,
and Francois wondered If he had heard
aright that Alixe called him "little
Wondering very much at everything, the' voices grew far away
and the faces uncertain, and he decided that it was without doubt a
dream and that Battista would uDlocJi
the door shortly and bring in his break
fast. And with that he knew nothing
mora till he awoke in a boat.
And it was with a new feeling; with
asd a beco to. Uvc I'ietro sat
a
face.

Bat-tista.-

watching him and brought him warm
milk and held hiB head up as he dranlt
it, like a woman. Then, in quiet, slow
tones, he explained all the puzzk
which Francois had by now begun tc
wonder over. It seemed that Just be
fore little Battista had brought Fran
cola' letter to Vieques, Pletro had re
celved another unexpected letter, from
a Colonel Hampton in Virginia, whose
estate lay next the six thousand acres
of land which the Marquis Zappi had
bought fifteen years before. Colonel
Hampton wrote with two requests. The
first was that the Marquis
Zappi
should come to Virginia, or send some
one with authority to look after his
property. The land was going to rack
and ruin for want of management;
the uncontrolled slaves on the place
were demoralizing to the neighborhood. Colonel Hampton had done
what he could, but he had not the
power of a master, and moreover he
he was busy with his own large estate.
The marquis should come or send a
qualified agent at once.
The next object of the letter was to
ask that the marquis 6hould receive
and entertain the nephew of Colonel
Hampton, Mr. Henry Hampton, who,
sailing on Colonel Hampton's ehip, the
Lovely Lucy, would bring this letter
to the marquis. The ship would go
first to England and discharge there
her cargo of tobacco, and after that It
was to be at the service of young Mr.
Hampton, to visit such countries of
Europe as he might choose, for six
months. Mr. Hampton had many letters to people in England, but none
elsewhere, and Colonel Hampton would
be obliged if the marquis would receive him at his estate of Castelforte
and let him see something of Italy
from that point of vantage. The marquis might then, If he thought good, return to Virginia in the Lovely Lucy,
and either set matters on a firm
'
enough footing to be left, or else
which the colonel considered the better plan stay with them and become
a country gentleman of Virginia. The
colonel had heard that there had been
political trouble in Italy, but hoped
that at this time the country was at
peace and the marquis comfortably established in his own castle.
All this the young marquis, an exile of five years from his native land,
had read at the chateau of Vieques. He
had considered deeply as to what he
might do about Carnifax, his estate in
He could not go himself,
Virginia.
for he was in close connection with
the work of Italian patriots outside
and inside of Italy; with Mazzinl in
London; with others in other places.
And he did not know anyone whom he
could send.
So the matter stood when the big

little Battieta had brought Francois'
letter to Vieques. And when Alixe had
appealed to him to take Francois' liberation on his shoulders, with the
thought of the secret passage and the
vaguely outlined plan of escape had
come to him the recollection of Colonel Hampton's letter'and the long sea
voyage to Virginia,
So when Mr. Henry Hampton landed
at Calais, a tall and very handsome
and very silent young man took quiet
possession of him and told him that
he was the Marquis Zappi and that Mr.
Hampton was to go with him to the
chateau of Vieques in the Jura. There
was a certain gentle force about this
young marqui3 which made opposition to his expressed wish something
like banging one's head against a
stone wall. Mr. Henry Hampton had
planned going direct to Paris, but he
went to Vieques. And on the journey
down the Marquis Eappi opened out
a plan which richly rewarded him for
his pliability. Mr. Hampton had somewhat clearer ideas cn Italian politics
than his uncle; he knew enough to detest the Austrians and to have a keen
sympathy for the long, horoic, losing
fight so far losing of those devoted
men who were counting their lives es
nothing for a united Italy. The scheme
cf helping to rescue a prisoner cut of
an Austrian fortress was an adventure
such as made his eyes dance. Mr.
and full of
Hampton was twenty-onromance, romance as yet ungratifled.
So, I'ietro told Francois, this long explanation over, the Lovely Lucy was
anchored at an unimportant island outside the port for which they were
bound, and Francois and the others
were to go on board and set sail
promptly for some port of France.
There the general, Alixe, Pietro and
little Battista were to be put ashore,
and Francois was to sail across to Virginia with Mr. Hampton and take possession for Pietro of hla American estates.
Francois, lying in bed with his eyes
glowing like lanterns, listened. But
as his - friend finished he broke out,
with a sharp pain in his voice.
"Pietro! I want to see my mother."
And Pietro was silent, laying a quiet
hand over the unsteady one. Without
a word he sat so and let the sick man
think. The line of red which came
into the pale cheeks told that he was
thinking intensely, and at last, with a
shivering sigh which went to the
other's heart:
"You are right, Pietro," he said. "It
is a wonderful plan for a broken man
It is like you to do everything right
without a word said. The sea voyage,
the healthy life in Virginia that ought
to make a man of me again Boon,
ought it not, Pietro?"
Pietro could not speak a3 he looked
at tho wrecked figure, but he nodded
cheerfully.
"As for your place, I'll have that in
order in a month, and in a year it will
be a model for Virginia; and then IT
e

come home."
Pietro smiled.
'Come home and fight for the
prince for our Prince Louis. Do you

remember that afternoon at the c'aau- teau, Pietro, and the strange hoy, arid
how he fascinated us and how " the
..w.oa5syolc--

stopped,

at ever. wlU.
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And- FrancoielBaiiTedT"
but slipped on ugain cheerfully! 'inf
one could help it," he said half
"No
familiar charm of the boy Franco!? to
himself.
was strong as he talked. "And how ht
In a day more little Battista came
was not to be frightened by any dan
into Francois' cabin and put clothes
ger of an old wall " and Fraucoit on him
and wrapped him like a mumstopped, smiling.
"And how you saved h!m," Pietrt; my in coats and rugs, and carried him
In his arms up on decit, and there laid
added.
"That was a chance," said Francoit him in a hammock on the sunny side
of the ship. And the salt air blew on
quickly. "But, Pietro, do you
his
face and he gulped it in, and by
how Alixe turned on you, because
and
by Alixe brought a chair and sat
I had done it?' Droll little Alixe!"
him an&.read to him, and Francois
"She always scorned me because 1 by
and wondered if heaven
waa not wonderful like you, Francois. lay quiet
be any improvement on this.'
could
You were always the hero," Pietrc saic
So, on that long, bright, calm morngently, and pressed the skeleton hand ing at sea Francois lay In the hamunder his own.
mock and watched the million little
Francois' eyes blazed up at him then waves
glisten and break for unknown
so
as they had done
often in boyhood. miles over
the sunlit water, and lisou do not under"Not that, Pietro.
tened to the voice he loved best In the
stand. It was because Alixe wished
world, as it told him of those others
always to see you first. I was older whom he loved also, and of the
places
and had a certain quIcknesB she dear to
him; and he wondered that he
wanted you to have my poor facility as'. had indeed
come through the long
well as all of your own gifts."
of prison to this happiness.
Pietro smiled his kind quiet smile. nightmare
"Mr. Hampton has been talking to
"My Francois, I have no gifts. And i:
Alixe is more proud of you it is right, me about Virginia; it must be a beaufor you are a pride to all of us and I tiful country," said Alixe. "I should
am the last to grudge one particle oi love the free friendly life of those
great domains. I believe I could leave
honor or love to you. Francois"
Pietro's deep voice stopped, and then France and Vieques for such a counhe went on in his straightforward, sira try as that, where there are no political volcanoes on top of which one
pie way "Francois, it is net possible must live.
With us it is always plottw
me'
how
to tell you
for
glad I am
have you, my brother, back from the ting and secrecy. Always a war to
look back on or to look forward to. I
dead."
And weak,
Francois should like to go to Virginia."
"But," said Francois, with his great
holding tight to Pietro's hand, turnet!
eyes glowing, "the wa one now looks
his face to the wall and cried.
Now that the end of effort was over. forward to in France will be short and
the strain of the long years showed glorious. And after that will be peace,
for there will be a Bonaparte ruling,
In
a collapse;,
their effects
and good
chord had fallen loose, re and that means strength
government."
"How you believe in the great captain and in his blood," and Alixe'
smiled down at the pale face on fire
with its lifelong enthusiasm.
"One must," said Francois simply,
and paused, and went on. "For me
,
you know, Alixe, how It is. How the
,
star of the Bonapartes has always
seemed to be my star! I believe that.
I believe that my life is tied to that
house. Nopoleon was more than human to my mind, his touch set me
aside for his uses in my cradle."
"And made you a chevalier," Alixe
considered. "That was a true accoYou would have a
lade, Francois.
right to that title under another Bonai
parte."
'
V
'
"I believe so, Alixe."
"And my father believes it. So you
must hurry and get well and come
back to France and be fit for work
when the prince needs you, Chevalier
Ueaupre. My father has told you that
a movement is preparing? He is reckless?, my father, and it troubles me. It
The General Shook His Head.
might be unsafe for him to live in
laxed as if it might never make mu- France if his
part in these plots were
to
sic again. When the time came
known."
leave the sailboat of Luigi and go
."Then you could come to Virginia
aboard the Lovely Lucy, the effort was to
Carnifax," and Francois smiled.
too much for the man who, two nights
But Alixe flushed. "That is Pietro's
nerve
and agilbefore, had shown the
estate, not ours," she said quickly;
ity of an acrobat. When he must leave and then she rose and bent over the
tha boat and make the change, he jiclt
boy. "I must go to my fathei
fainted, and, wrapped in a blanket, aow," she said, and caught his pititho
little
ghastly white, unconscious,
ful 'lands suddenly in both hers. "But
Eattista carried his light weight up ch! Francois,
I wish I could tell you
the ladder of the American ship.
how it changes all the world to have
you back again' and she was gone.
CHAPTER XIX.
Francois, trembling with a rapture
he could not quiet, lay, not stirring, beThe Sacrifice.
cause he feared to break the spell of
Young Henry Hampton, thrilled to the touch of her
hands; feeling withiu
the core at this irama, bent over him, hhn a rebel
that yet he would
hope
and
on
him
as Battista laid
the deck,
not let take hold of him. Could it. be?
looked up anxiously at Pietro.
Was it true? Did she care for him and
"Is he living?" he asked.
not Pietro? Was that the reason that
He was living, though for an hour or in all these
years she and Pietro were
two the devoted friends who cared for
still only sister and brother? Yet, he
him doubted if they had not got him
and choked the thought. Even
hack only to lose him. But that last caught
then he had no
he could not,
effort of the change to the ehip being would not tell herright,
what she was to
consciousnes3
came
when
past,
again him. He would be Pietro's friend alhe grew strong more rapidly.
as he had
long ago;
"I thought the Austrians would ways a thousandpromised
times more now,
more,
nab me as I cam aboard," he whis- when
Pietro had given back to hira
pered, smiling gaily as he gasped the freedom and life and hope.
words to Alixe. "It was firm In my
mind."
':
And Alixe laughed at lim, and told
(To be Continued Monday)
him that they were far out on the Adriatic now, safe under the American
Do you begin to cought at night,
flag, and the Austrians left two hunJust when you hope to sleep? Do you
dred miles behind.
nave a ticKiing throat that keeps you
"Even if they had nabbed me," awake?
Just take Foley's Honey and
two
whispered Francois, "those
days Tar Compound.
It will check the
with you would have paid." ,
cough and stop the tickling sensation
And Alixe shuddered a little and told at once. Does not upset the stomach,
him to go to sleep and stop thinking is best for children and grown perof Austrians, for tbey were out of his sons. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
life now forever.
Drug Store. Adv.
"My seigneur," said Francois next
CAMPAIGN
EVANGELISTIC
day when the general took his turn at
sitting by his bed, "may I ask a quesIndianapolis, Jan. 10. More than
tion?"
half of the 130 churches of Indiana"Any question in the world, Franpolis have arranged to participate in
at
the
cois, my son,"
general growled
the great evangelistic campaign which
dehim, as if the tender words were a
is to he inaugurated here tomorrow
fiance to an enemy.
Francois hesitated. "About Alixe w ith the avowed purpose of those in
and Pietro."
charge to make it stir Indianapolis as
The general shook Ma' head. "Ah
never before succeeded
that! That I cannot tell you, Fran- religion has
cois. Sometimes I believe that I have in doing. For an entire week there
been mistaken, that " the general as will be nightly meetings in all the
he stopped looked oddly at Francois churches and noon services in the
and smiled. "Sometimes I believe that business centers. A number of not
even I, even Gaspard Gourgaud, might ed
minis
evangelists and
make a mistake in trying to play the ters will assist the local
in the
clergy
good God, and arranging Uvea. That,
might be yes. In any case I cannot campaign.
tell."
How's This?
Francois, thinking deeply, hazarded
another question. "He loves her?"
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re"I believe so, indeed," said the gen- ward for any case of Catarrh that
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
eral. "He cares most to be with us
with her. Ah yes, I have no doubt that Cure.
V. 3. CHENEY Sr CO., Toledo, O.
he loves her. But why it goes no farWre, the undersigned, have known
ther sapristi! It is beyend me
,1.
Cheney for the last 15 years, and
that! I would knock their foolish heads F.
believe him perfectly honorable In all
but
that
is
not
convenime
together,
nd financially
business transactions
ent."
able to carry out any obligations
"Docs she love Pietro V
made br his firm.
"Aon dieu! How can a mere man NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCR.
Is
a
I
woman.
not
Co
She
say that?
Toledo, C).
Icnow
not in the least, the general Hall's Cnlarrh Cure i3 tri!;en internally, acting diref-tlupon the blood and
exploded at hira.
"But I'ietro loves her?" Francois mucous surfaces of tla system. Tesasked again, his wistful smiling eyes timonials sent free. Price 75 cents
j.er bottle. Sold hr all dru?s;tits.
searching the general's face.
Take Hall's Family Pills for coup it
"Yc-t--anijurfcr.it"
pation, Adv.
nerve-wrecke-
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CHURCH OF THE IMMACULATE
CONCEPTION
Adrian
Habeyrolle,
pastor.
First mass at 7:00 a.m.; second mass
it 10 a. m. Sunday schorl in English
and Spanish at 3 P m., in Spanish at
3:30 P. m. Rosary an-- ' benediction
of the blessed sacrament at 7:30 p,
m.
,
Sunday school for Erglish speak
ing and Spanish speaking children
every Sunday at 1:30 p. ia.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN CLUB DINNER
New Y'ork, Jan. 10. The Rocky- Mountain Club of New York, whos'3
membership is confined to men who

have lived in the far west and nav
an Interest in. that section of ft, y
country, has completed elaborate arrangements for its annual dinner neat
Tuesday night It will be the first
dinner given in the club's new home
in West Forty-fourt- h
Tb
street.
club was organized seven years ag
and for a long time made its hom&
CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF
at
the Waldorf. John f ays HammomJ
Rev. Paul Giiberton, pastor.
First mass at 6:30 a. in., third San-la- y is Its president.
excepted. Second mass 8.30;
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
sermon in English, hymns rendered
This remedy has no superior for
by the children under the direction
coughs and colds. It is pleasant t
of the Sisters of Loretto. Third mass take. It contains no opium
or other
at 10:30 a. m., sermon in Spanish. narcotic. It always cures. For saki
From 3 to 4 Sunday school. At i by all dealers. Adv.
Benediction
of the Blessed Sacrament At the New Mexico Hospital
for the Insane, mass every fourth
Sunday by the pastor.
80R-ROW-

S

CHRISTIAN TABERNACLE
Sunday school 9:45 a. m.
Rev; J. I. Imhof, pastor.
Communion ana preaching 11 a. m.
Christian Endeavor, 6:30 p. m.
Evening services, 7:30 p. m.

t

FIRST M. E. CHURCH CorA
Eighth and National avenue. Rev. K.
C. Anderson, pastor.
Sunday school, 9:45. Morning worship with sermon at 11 o'clock. Ep- worth League, 6:15 p. m. Evening
worship with sermon at 7:30 o'clock,
A cordial invitation is extended to
all who have no other place of wor
ship to attend divine ervices at this
church.
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Sneffels, Col. A. J. Wal: h w:s
badly done up with. rheummiHta c "i
sent for Foley Kidney Pills wh!h. w- the only thing that would cure Mat.
Geo. Potter of pontlac, Mo., was dowi.,
ojj his back with kidney and Madia;-troubl- e
and Foley Kidney Pills
well and able to work. It is n.
splendid medicine and always he! pa.
Just try it. O. G. Schaefer and ReiS
Cross Drug Store. Adv.

CHRISTIAN

SCIENCE

'

SOCIETY

Regular services every Sunday morn
ing at 11 o'clock and Wednesday
evening at 8 o'clock in O. R. C hail.

Ja

:'V
'

....

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH, Corner
of Main and Sixth streets, Rev. N. B,
Green, Pastor.
Sunday school 9:45 a. m.
Morning worship with sermon at
a. m.

11

P. V. at 6:30 p. m.
Evening worship with sermon
B. Y.

at

7:30 p. m.

The church extends a cordial
tation to the, public.

-

if

In-

THE SHILOH BAPTIST CHURCH
Railroad and National Avenues.
Hours of service: :
Preaching 10:45 a. m., 7:45 p. m
Sabbath School, 9:30 a. m.

.

i

o

.'

-

t

B. Y. P. U., 6:30 p. m.

If you are without a church home
come!
We can help you.
If you are looking for church work
come! You can help us.

I3'

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Rev. Norman Skinner, pastor, Douglas avenue and Tenth street
Morning worship and sermon at

11

o'clock.
Bible study and Sunday school session at 9:45 a. m.
Society of Christian Endeavor at
6:30 p. m.
The church, extends a most hearty
welcome to all people. Visitors and
sojourners in the city especially welcomed.

f

t

ST. PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH
Rev. J. S. Moore, Rector, 716 National
avenue, East Las Vegas.

First Sunday after Epiphany,
uary
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the

following:
Sopranos Mis'-eLucy Myers, Chclla Van petten, Mary
I.owry, Rulh, Winters, Madeline Mills,
Phe.be Hart, Helen. Noves. and Mrs.
bl ott
V r
and
Vr
W ebb and Mrs. Van Horn.
Tenors
b
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11, 1914.

Holy Communion, 7:30.
Sunday school, 9:45.
Holy Communion and sermon, 11.
Order of service at 11 o'clock.
Hymn 65, "As Writh Gladness Men
of Old," (C. Kocher.)
Venite Exultemua Domino, Chant,
(Robinson.)
Gloria Patrl, Chant, (Robinson.)
Te Deum Laudamus, (J. R. Thomat.)
Benediotus, Chant, (Auom.)
Hymn 621, "Through the Night of
Doubt and Sorrow," (Bainbridge.)
Sermon.
Hymn 66, "Brightest and Best, ot
the Sons of the Morning," (Harding )
Presentation cf Alma, Chant, (Anon.)
Hymn 444, "O Saviour, Precious
Saviour," (A. lUTarm.)
Ful vested chol and crucifer.
The vested choir
of
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Light automobile lamps at 5:24
o'clock this evening.
Murphey'i bargain sale

Head Lettuce

of the town.

Live Chickens
Dressed Chickens
Sealshipt Oysters

.

Fancy Celery
Solid Cabbage

Fancy
Fancy
Fancy
Fancy
Fancy

Red Ceets

Parsnips
Turnips

at the Opera Bar.

"THE

BELLE

OF YORKTOWN"

EXAMINATION HERE
Examinations for fourth class post
CIVIL

Murphey'e

Table Apples

Dill Pickles

Parsley

Scout Spiced Pickles

Steam- s Store

Look at price of many useful articles
on Murphey's bargain table. Adv.

o

AsDirect from the Indian Reservations-Lar- ge
sortment fine colorings ilniqiie patterns-a- ll
prices.
These blankets are Genuine Souvenirs of the
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.

-

Turkey dinner tomorrow at
chants Cafe Adv.

Mer- -

Cut glass and china cheaper
ever offered In Las Vegas at
phey's bargain sale. Adv.

than

BETTER GET YOUR NEW
AUTO TAG AT ONCE!

Three-Ree-

Feature

l

Mur-

See "The Belle of Yorktown," fea
As a result of automobile owners
ture drama, at Mutual theater, Bridge
neglecting to observe the state law
street. Adv.
requiring the payment of the annual
AntoAny article in cut glass, China, or license fee, Secretary of State
Po
Chief
of
ordered
nio
Lucero
has
one-haat
brass goods
regular price.
inform
to
Coles
all
Ben
lice
Adv.
operators
Store.
Drug
Murphey's
and owners of machines that they will
The guild of St. Paul's church will be prosecuted unless they obtain the
meet on Tuesday at 2:30 o'clock with green 1914 tags within the next five
Mrs. B. T.- - Mills, 921 Eighth street
days and display them upon their cars.
Chief of Police Coles this morning
Finch'B Golden Weddlnlg Rye, aged stated that he will comply strict
in wood. Direct from the distillery to ly with this request and that the first
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv. of the five days will begin tomorrow.
He suggests that all owners who have
'
Big dance at Hotel Itomaine dining not secured their tags should utilize
room and lobby Friday night, Janu tomorrow by writing the secretary of
ary 9, given by Simison's orchestra. state and obtaining them.
Adv.
here are
Several tags displayed
from one to two years old, according
The choir of St. Paul's church will to the chief, and these must be dis
meet for rehearsal in church tonight carded at once and replaced by new
at 7:13 o'clock. A full and prompt tags. All automobile owners should
attendance Is urged.
take immediate action and thus prevent court costs, which certainly will
A new stock of shoes, children's fol'ow If they are prosecuted.
misses and little gents' patent leath
er button. If a dress shoe la desired
C14 LAS
we can please you. Hedgcock,
VEGAS' BUSINESS
Douglas avenue. Adv.

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY
New Mexico Largest Wholesalers

SS?5

THE GREATEST CAR

jj

'

Domino.

1

sudden jerk was caused, when the
two engines started to advance after
having been running slowly, he was
thrown to the ground. Luckily he
alighted without receiving serious
He suffered a sprained knee
and. several minor Injuries."
Conductor Swallow, who was Jn
charge of the train was in the caboose and received considerable jolting as did the contents of the caboose. The train was pulled by two
engines, !1646 In charge of Engineer
(Hanson, and 1602 In charge of Engineer Clevenger.
The accident was similar to one
In whlche Brakeman D. C. Welch re
ceived fatal Injuries several months

I

JUST RECEIVED

J

Six 1914 Model Ford Autos

f

J

I

Cars Now on Display at Our Garage
The Greatest Car on the Market Today Yet

v

the Lowest Priced
CAR FULLY EQUIPPED

,

1

$615

1

The Las Vegas Ford Sales Co.

ago.

There will be a meeting of the
board of directors of ehe Commercial
CHIEF OF POLICE COLES GIVES club
Tuesday night at the club rooms.
MOTORISTS FIVE DAYS OF
All members are urgently requested
: GRACE
to be present

lf

Bear this in mind when buying your presents
for the approaching Holidays.

II

Adv.

j

BIUDGE STREET

Ladies' handbags at half price at masters were conducted today at the
bargain sale. Adv. .
Carnegie public library by Oscar Lin- berg, civil service examiner. Appli
Turkey dinner tomorrow at Mer- cants from a number of towns near
chants Cafe. Adv.
Las Vegas were examined. The ex
aminations are being held In the largSee Murphey's bargain table for er
cities, competitors reporting at the
useful articles at half price. Adv.
most convenient places. Those towns
which were represented at the exa
three-ree- l
. "The Belle ot Yorktown,"
mination held this morning were Ona- colonial drama. Mutual Theater to
va, Mora, Watrous, Shoemaker and
night. Adv.
'
Pecos.

Bananas

Sour Spiced Pickles

-

the talk

Try a dram of Old Tayior Eourbop

Naval Oranjjes
Florida Grapefruit
Lemons

Carrots

lira

U

x'

MUTUAL MOVIES

Adv.

Turkey dinner tomorrow at Mer
chants Cafe. Adv.

Yellow Onions

10, 1914.

PROGRAM TONIGHT- -

LOCAL NEWS
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SATURDAY, JANUARY

'

i Jefferson Raynolds, President

E. D. Raynolds, Vice President
HaUot Raynoldsl Cashier. . f

WILSON SAYS FAREWELL
Pass Christian, Miss., Jan. 10.
President Wilson played his last
game of golf today on the Mississippi
coast, as tomorrow he will leave here
on his return trip to Washington.
The president xpanto! late today to
say farewell to the people of this
section and to thank then: for the seclusion they have permbled him. A
big reception had been planned bv
Representative Harrison, and person?
from all parts of southern Mississippi
started early today for Pass Christian
to greet the chief executive.
j

S. B. Davis. Vice President
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OP LAS VEGAS, N.

M.

Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $23,000.

In every department of Banking we
are prepared to give the best of service

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

SISTERS of Loretto garden for rent.
Apply

at

FOR RENT
airy room.

Academy.
Nicely

Plone

interest Paid "ch

lurnished, large

Time Deposits

Main 313.

El

IN THE STATE

BEST
The theatrical company, "Mutt and
this
Jeff," which plr.yed in Las VegaS
week passed through here this tfterSO DECLARES A TRAVELING MAN
afternoon on the way to Alamosa,
WHO COVERS THE WHOLE
noon on the way to Alamosa, Colo,
SOUTHWEST
where it will begin a new route.

on the market today, for the price, is now on display at
the Overland display shop on Railroad Avenue. We invite inspection and will gladly demonstrate Ihejmerits of
the car at any time.

John Glaster, a gentleman of the
road who is said to make a business
cities
of stopping at all towns and
along tilt line with the purpose of
picking up a few dollars, was arrest
ed last night by Officer E C. Ward,
This morning Judge L. R. Murray sen
tenced Glaster to seife 50 days on
the city streets or walk out of town
In a limited time. He preferred the
'
walk and left at once. '

II. B. HUBBARD, Agent
417 Railroad Avenue

v

AS BREAD IS THE STAFF OF
LIFE

vt Aim

Tomorrow morning at 9:39
at the Elks' clubhouse, two

ftv

Raton last Sunday. The "Chile Pick
ers are as follows: Harry Martin
Charles P. Trumbull Erie Hoke,
Charles O'Malley and either Joe Dan- ziger or Joe Anient. The "Professionals" are Dr. C. S. Losey, David Con
way, Edward J. MlcWenfe, James S,
Duncan, Jr., and Leslie Witten.

r

--

Ask
Pride brand.
it
has
who
one
tried
any
or better yet order a sack
and try it yourself.

LAS VEGAS ROLLER MILL

p,1r

CHURCH

AT CHRISTIAN

western cities. In this regard, one
man traveling for a large Chicago
firm said:
"I find Laa Vegas neither on a de
cline or what might be called a Boom,
but I do fund business here as a
whole better than in any other city
tn the state. My idea is that the, people here have been conservatives in
their ways and were prepared for the
general decline in business all over
the country, whereas In other places
the excessive boom in years whe:i
business was good has now had Us
disastrous effect."

The regular services of the First
Christian church are being well at
tended. The Sunday evening service
In particular Is attracting 'a large
number who are not members of the
organization. Effort is now1 lieing
member present
made to nave-everat every service; of worship of the
church on Sunday unless there Is a DAVID HAZELS HAS
good excuse for his absence. Tomor
row morning the minister will speak
ESCAPE
NABROjy
upon "The Modern Sunday School:
The theme for the evening will be
"The Great Forces of the Universe.1 BRAKEMAN IS HURLED FROM
THE TOP OF A MOVING

M

I!

with traveling men dur'cg the past
few days, as a result of the ending of
the holiday Beason. Over 25 commercial men were business visitors
at the local stores today, and many
report a successful business.
With the close of the year the trav
eling men journey toward their homes
and remain there until the first part
of January when they start out on
the road with spring and summer

o'clock
goods.
picked
Concerning business In Las Vegas
of
bowl.
An
teams will
aggregation
a number of commercial men who
players headed by Charles O'Malley, have visited this country for years and
going under the name of the "Chile who are conservative In their views
Pickers," has challenged the "Pro
say that Las Vegas is in good condi
fessionals," the team that played at tion and advanced over
many other

the better the bread the
stronger the staff. To obtain the best bread you
must' use the best flour
and that Is"1 undoubtedly-Ou-

Alf.:2l!:z3 cf CiCasl ef ErajIWso ESfi's

,

ESH EVAPORATED FItUITS
'

Apricots
Peaches
Pears
Prunes
Loganberries
Currants

LEO HEALY DEAD

,V;

;";
'

1

Raisins

"

'

Majestic Brand Apples
r

II Wt

,

u OAMBD

Figs

and Dates

f

CO. .STORE p

This morning at 5 oviock Leo Healy
of Chicago, 111., died at St. Anthony'i
sanitarium following an illness of sev
eral years. Mr. Healy was 35 years
of age and had been a resident of
Las Vegas for the past two months
coming here from his home. He is
survived by his parents, Mr. and Mrs,
D. E. Healy of Chicago.
The body
will be shipped to Cliicaco tonight
by the Las Vegas Undertaking eon
pany, and burial will occur there next
week.

ACE

Las Vegas, as well as ail the cltie3
in the west, has been overwhelmed

FREIGHT TRAIN
David Hazels, a orakeman on the
New Mexico division of the Santa
Fe railway, narrowjy escaped death

this morning about 1 o'clock near
Ojita, eight miles south of here, when
he fell from the top of a freight
train which had bepn broken into
three separate parts os the result
of the breaking of several knuckle
Pins In the couplings, due to an unusual strain. Hazels was standing
on the top of the train, and when a
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Every article in CHINA,CUT GLASS and
BRASS for ONE HALF REGULAR RETAIL PRICE.

i

ime:3LY

Plsxtes, Cups and Saicers, Tet Coffee xnd
Chocolate Sets, Bon-Bo- n
Dishes, Itc., Etc.,
CHEAPER than ever offered in
Vegans.
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CALL 5xnd See Our .BARGAIN TABLE
ONE HALF REGULAR RETAIL PRICE
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